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Dielectric spectra of amorphous polyacenequinone
(PAQ) [1] can play an important role in studying kinetic
phenomena in disordered semiconductors [2–4].

We have interpreted temperature dependences of the
frequency position νm for two maxima of the tangent of
the dielectric-loss angle (ν) in spectra of a mixture
of PAQ grains with paraffin (Fig. 1, curve 1).

The PAQ under study was obtained with the help of
a technique described in [5], i.e., through the cyclic
polycondensation over 24 h of pyrene with pyromellitic
dianhydride in the presence of anhydrous zinc chloride
at 300°C.

Curves 1–4 in Fig. 1 are evidence of the practically
constant low-frequency (LF) position for the maximum
of the quantity (ν) within the range (–60, +20°C).
The change of the position of the high-frequency (HF)
maximum for (ν) is symbatic to the temperature
dependence of the electric conductivity σ for pressed
samples of PAQ grains (Fig. 2).

According to thermal-emf data, PAQ is a hole semi-
conductor [6]. For polymers with a system of conjugate
bonds, this is caused, as a rule (for measurements in
ambient air), by oxygen adsorption [6]. In accordance
with the mass spectra of the thermal-desorption prod-
ucts emanating in the case of PAQ vacuum heating [7],
the surface changes of this polymer and a combination
of electrophysical properties caused by these changes
can be associated with the effect of oxygen adsorption.
The Van Ruyven model of an isotype heterojunction
with double depletion can serve as a basis for relaxation
processes in the surface barrier (cit. according to [8]).
The correlation of the values of σ for pressed samples
and νmHF in spectra of PAQ grains insulated by paraffin
(Fig. 2) is a consequence of the quasi-insulated state of
the surface-state systems and is associated with elec-
tronic processes in the surface space-charge regions of
contacting grains. As is well known, in the equivalent
circuit, this corresponds to two Schottky diodes con-
nected opposite to each other. In an alternating electric
field, this is manifested as an exchange of surface states
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by charge carriers predominantly from the volume of
the state’s own grain. In the model [9] of an intergrain
barrier, such behavior is caused by the antiparallel ori-
entation of the surface dipoles due to the redistribution
of the electron density between the adsorbed oxygen
and the surface-active center. It is possible that the
absence of changes for νmHF within the range –60,
+20°C (Fig. 1, curves 1–4) is associated with a similar
process. This indicates that the mechanism of the LF
relaxation process is electron tunneling in the system of
adsorption bonds.

In the model of inhomogeneous semiconductors
with large-scale fluctuations in electric potential, the
independence of νmHF(T) corresponds to a tunnel
recombination channel for charge carriers through the
regions of the potential-relief maxima [2]. In the quali-
tative agreement with this model, the decrease in the
activation energy W in the low-temperature linear seg-
ment σ(T) is accompanied by a transition from electron
tunneling to a conventional process of surface capture
of charge carriers (Fig. 1, curves 4, 5, and Fig. 2, curve 1).
According to [10], this fact is implied by the activation
shift of the LF maximum for (ν) towards the LF-
side at –90°C (Fig. 1, curve 5). Consequently, within
the temperature range corresponding to the indepen-
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Fig. 1. Frequency dependence of tanδ for a mixture of PAQ
with paraffin at temperatures (1) 20, (2) 0, (3) –20, (4) –60,
and (5) –90°C. The PAQ concentration, sample thickness,
and diameter of electrodes are 10%, 242 µm, and 15 mm,
respectively.
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dence of νmHF(T), the frequency position for the LF
maximum of (ν) is determined by the commensu-
rable characteristic times for surface processes of cap-
turing and recombining charge carriers.

The correlation of values of νmHF and σ in their tem-
perature dependence indicates the connection of the HF
region of the dielectric absorption spectra with the
relaxation properties of a percolation cluster. The prob-
able mechanism of the HF relaxation process can be
associated with the recharging of deep localized states
of charge carriers. These states are similar to the energy
levels of deep impurity centers in inorganic semicon-
ductors [11]. In accordance with modern concepts of
electronic processes in polymer semiconductors [12],
the efficient conjugate fragments of the PAQ chemical
structure should be considered as an organic analogue
of the deep impurity centers in PAQ. In this case [13],
we can expect that the concentration Ni of ionized cen-
ters determined by the slope of the capacitance–voltage
characteristics for the metal–PAQ contact is consistent
with the concentration n = 2 × 1016 cm–3 of free charge
carriers [6]. This fact is actually observed for the Al–
PAQ contact state close to equilibrium (Fig. 3, curves 1,
1', 2, 2'). The measurement frequency of 400 Hz is
close to the low-frequency limit of the dispersion
region connected with the near-electrode space-charge
region (Fig. 4).

The percolation theory uses the concept of quasi-
equilibrium finite clusters, i.e., fragments of percola-
tion clusters inside which a quasi-equilibrium is estab-
lished during the period of the existence of the external
electric field [4]. The correlation between the values of
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Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of (1) σ for the PAQ
pressed sample and (2) νmHF for the high-frequency maxi-
mum of tanδ(ν) according to the data given in Fig. 1. The
sample thickness and diameter of electrodes (Ag) are
375 µm and 4.6 mm, respectively.
σ and νmHF (Fig. 2) can be explained assuming that the
double dielectric dispersion in the PAQ spectrum
(Fig. 1, curve 1) reflects the relaxation properties in the
system of surface space-charge regions functionally
identical to the family of quasi-equilibrium finite clus-
ters. However, in accordance with the proposed inter-
pretation of the LF- and HF-relaxation processes, the
condition of quasi-equilibrium should take into account
the interconnected processes of recharging the surface
states and levels of bulk deep centers in the space-
charge region.
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Fig. 3. Dependence of 1/s2–(V) according to the data of
capacitance–voltage characteristics for the contact of a PAQ
pressed sample with Al (the second electrode is made of Ag)
in the case of two frequencies of measurement voltage at
room temperature: (1) Ni = 1.2 × 1016 cm–3; (1') Ni = 8.6 ×
1015 cm–3 and the frequency is 400 Hz; (2) Ni = 2.8 ×
1016 cm–3; (2') Ni = 1.2 × 1016 cm–3 and the frequency is
400 Hz. Repeated measurements are performed after
25 days: (3) Ni = 1.0 × 1016 cm–3; (3') Ni = 6.6 × 1015 cm−3

and the frequency is 1 kHz.
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Fig. 4. Frequency dependence of tanδ for the contact of a
PAQ pressed sample with Al (the second electrode is made
of Ag) at room temperature. The sample thickness and the
diameter of the electrodes are 546 µm and 1 cm, respec-
tively.
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It is worthwhile to note the specific separation of
functioning in the double dielectric dispersion: both
LF- and HF-relaxation processes are associated with
charge carriers of different signs. This fact indicates the
connection of the processes under consideration with a
phenomenon similar to the compensation of donor and
acceptor impurities found in the case of crystalline
semiconductors [3]. Following [14], we can consider
the adsorbed oxygen to be playing the role of a com-
pensating acceptor impurity for the PAQ surface layer.
In our case, the main function of oxygen should be
associated with the appearance of vacancies on the
donors, which, according to [3], is a necessary condi-
tion for the phenomenon of hopping conductivity over
localized states to take place.
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In the last decade, a range of millimeter radio waves
(wavelengths from 10 to 1 mm) were widely used in
various fields of science and practical applications, e.g.,
in radio location, radio infrared imaging, radio commu-
nication, medicine, introscopy, etc.

In this connection, it is of importance in many cases
to know the reflection and absorption characteristics of
various physical objects in the millimeter wave range.

In this paper, measurement results for these charac-
teristics at different frequencies covering almost the
entire range of millimeter waves are presented.

In the regions related to the wavelengths λ ≈ 8 and
4 mm, the measurements of the reflection and absorp-
tion coefficients were carried out in metallic
waveguides with increased (compared to the conven-
tional waveguides) cross-sectional dimensions. This
provided conditions close to those of the normal inci-
1028-3358/00/4510- $20.00 © 20510
dence of the plane wave onto the surface of an object.
The measurements of the material characteristics in the
shorter wavelength regions of the millimeter wave
range were carried out in quasi-optical beam guides
made of nonreflecting lenses [1]. In this case, the reflec-
tion and transmission coefficients of samples onto
which a practically plane wave had impinged were
measured. The measurement errors for the transmission
T and reflection R (in power units) did not exceed 2%.

The results obtained for the reflection coefficient
modulus R (in percent) and attenuation L (dB) for vari-
ous objects in the wavelength range from λ ≈ 8 to 1 mm
are given in the table. For measurements, the following
objects were used: clothes (fabric, natural leather),
structural materials (bricks, wood, rubber) and certain
other items. The magnitudes of the reflection coeffi-
Reflection coefficient R and attenuation coefficient L for various objects

Object

Sa
m

pl
e

th
ic

kn
es

s,
 m

m λ = 8 mm λ = 4 mm λ = 1.65 mm λ = 1 mm

R, % L, IΣ, dB R, % L, IΣ, dB R, % L, IΣ, dB R, %
L, 

IΣ, dB

Woolen cloth for coats 2–3 4 0.1 4 2 3 0.35

Woolen cloth for suits 0.5–1 4 0.5 4 0.5 1 0.3–0.6 0.9

Silk cloth 0.2 <1 0.06 <1 2 0.4 1.25

Toilet soap 10 4 >1 >10 <1 >1 >10

Porous rubber 10 10 0.5 5 31 0.45 4.5

Cast plastic 10 <1 0.2 2 <1 1.5 >10

Wood (pine) (vector E 
is perpendicular
to fibers)

30 4 0.17 <1 0.33 2.5 0.38

Natural leather ~1 <1 0.3 <1 0.5 <8 0.5

Silicate brick 60 7 0.05 10 0.25 8 1.0

Surface of a human 
body

40–50 31 22 16

dB
mm
--------- dB

mm
--------- dB

mm
--------- dB

mm
---------
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cient from the human epidermis are also given in the
table.

It should be noted that the magnitude of the reflec-
tion coefficient of an electromagnetic wave from the
surface of the human body slightly depends on the par-
ticular region of the body for which the measurements
were performed (arm, breast, abdomen). This testifies
to the fact that the reflection is caused by the epidermis
of the human body. As is seen from the data shown in
the table, the reflection coefficient from the surface of a
human body reduces from R = 50% to R = 10% with the
shortening of the wavelength from λ ≈ 8 to 1 mm.

The data obtained are important for evaluating the
possibility of detecting particular objects on the human
DOKLADY PHYSICS      Vol. 45      No. 10      2000
body and also certain objects behind building struc-
tures.
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In spite of the unabated interest in the unique prop-
erties of quantum dots, i.e., quasi-zero-dimensional
objects formed during heteroepitaxial growth under
conditions of an essential misalignment of lattice and
substrate parameters [1–6] by the Stranski–Krastanov
mechanism [7], the mechanism of their formation is not
entirely clear. In our opinion, their formation especially
concerns the influence of the growth rate and the time
of interruption of the InAs-layer growth on the forma-
tion of quantum dots in a InAs/GaAs system. For exam-
ple, in [3], the dimension of quantum dots was shown
to be conserved when the growth rate decreased and
only their density increased, but negligibly. In this case,
according to [6], a long-term interruption of growth
stimulating the surface migration of In atoms results in
increasing the dimension of quantum dots for small
effective thicknesses (~2 monolayers) of deposited
InAs.

The purpose of this study is to investigate specifi-
cally this problem in the case of the molecular-beam
epitaxy of InAs/GaAs heterostructures by means of
varying the arsenic pressure PAs4 in a growth chamber,
the growth rate, and the time of interruption of the
InAs-layer growth, and to subsequently investigate
these properties through photoluminescence.

The heterostructures under investigation, whose
cross section is shown in Fig. 1, were grown by molec-
ular beam epitaxy on semi-insulating (001) GaAs sub-

strates at two different arsenic pressures:  = 8 × 10–6

and  = 2 × 10–6 torr. The InAs layers were depos-
ited at a temperature Ts = 490°C, and all the remaining
layers were deposited at Ts = 590°C. While growing
these heterostructures, we first deposited a buffer layer
of undoped GaAs 1 µm thick onto the growth surface.
InAs with an effective thickness of 2.7 monolayers was

PAs4
1

PAs4
2
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then deposited. After this, the growth was interrupted
for a certain time and, then, the following layers were
deposited: a layer of undoped GaAs 4 nm thick, a layer
of undoped Al0.2Ga0.8As 100 nm thick, and, finally, an
upper protective n+ (5.5 × 1018 cm–3) silicon-doped
GaAs layer 6 nm thick. We investigated three regimes
of interrupting the growth during InAs formation. The
interruption time τint amounted to 30 s in the first
regime and 180 s in the second regime. In the third case,
when the so-called submonolayer-epitaxy regime [6, 8]
was realized, growth was interrupted for 100 s after the
deposition of each 0.3 monolayers of InAs. Thus, the
8-fold interruption of the growth for 100 s was carried
out when depositing 2.7 monolayers of InAs. The last

Si = 5.6 × 1018 cm–3 GaAs 6 nm

Al0.2 Ga0.8 As 100 nm
Undoped

layer

GaAs 4 nm

GaAs 1 µm
Undoped

buffer layer

Semi-insulating
substrate GaAs (001)

InAs2.7 monolayers of 

Fig. 1. Cross section of the AlGaAs/GaAs/InAs/GaAs het-
erostructure with an effective InAs coating of 2.7 mono-
layers.
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regime is the closest to deposition at a reduced growth
rate.

The photoluminescence spectra of the heterostruc-
tures under investigation were measured at T = 77 K.
We used an Ar+ laser with a wavelength λ = 514 nm and
an emission density of up to 100 W/cm2 as a source of
photoluminescence excitation.

In Fig. 2, we show the photoluminescence spectra
for four samples identical in structure (Fig. 1), but
grown at various arsenic pressures PAs4 and under vari-
ous growth interruption conditions. As is seen from
Fig. 2a, in the case of the sample grown at PAs4 = 8 ×
10–6 torr and τint = 30 s, a single relatively narrow line
(~15 meV in half-width) is observed in the photolumi-
nescence spectra at hν = 1.440 eV. Increasing τint to
180 s at the same pressure PAs4 = 8 × 10–6 torr leads to
a certain narrowing in the original line (to 12 meV) and
to the appearance of a new, narrower (~5 meV) and less
intense line on the short-wave side from the original
line at hν = 1.467 eV (Fig. 2b, curve 1). Decreasing the
arsenic pressure PAs4 to 2 × 10–6 torr at τint = 180 s leads
to dramatic modifications in the photoluminescence-
spectrum shape (see curve 2 in Fig. 2). The entire
spectrum is shifted to lower energies hν (larger wave-
lengths λ), and, in this spectrum, a structure consisting
of four new lines at hν1 = 1.295 eV, hν2 = 1.314 eV,
hν3 = 1.358 eV, and hν4 = 1.396 eV appears. Figure 2c
shows the photoluminescence spectrum of the sample
also grown at a reduced pressure PAs4 = 2 × 10–6 torr,
but in the submonolayer-epitaxy regime (at the 8-fold
interruption of the growth for 100 s). In this case, a sin-
gle wide band (~80 meV) is observed with a peak at
1.394 eV.

In discussing the results presented, we, following
authors of [6], proceed from the fact that, in the course
of the heteroepitaxy of InAs on GaAs and depending on
the growth condition, the formation of three different
morphological aggregations of InAs is possible: a thin
wetting layer, two-dimensional flat domains, and three-
dimensional coherent islands, i.e., the quantum dots. In
correspondence with their dimensions, we must
observe the most short-wave and narrow photolumines-
cence line for a thin wetting layer; a somewhat more
long-wave line for plane domains; and the widest bands
for three-dimensional islands, i.e., quantum dots. Based
on this fact, we may propose the following interpreta-
tion of the photoluminescence spectra in Fig. 2. The
photoluminescence line at hν = 1.440 eV in Fig. 2a for
the sample grown at a high arsenic pressure corre-
sponds to two-dimensional plane InAs domains.
Increasing τint for the same pressure PAs4 (curve 1 in
Fig. 2b) not only does not lead to the formation of
larger islands, but, on the contrary, stimulates stabiliza-
tion of a thin wetting layer (the line at hν = 1.467 eV),
possibly at the expense of redistributing the material of
the plane two-dimensional domains. On the other hand,
decreasing the arsenic pressure from 8 × 10–6 to 2 ×
DOKLADY PHYSICS      Vol. 45      No. 10      2000
10−6 torr stimulates the formation of three-dimensional
islands of quantum dots (curve 2 in Fig. 2b). The exist-
ence of four peaks in this spectrum indicates the pres-
ence of four groups of three-dimensional islands with a
small spread of dimensions (dispersion) within each of
these groups. For a more than four-fold decrease in the
growth rate under conditions of a low arsenic pressure
PAs4 = 2 × 10–6 torr, a group of islands is formed with a

(a)

(b)

I, arb. units
1.440 eV

1.443 eV 1.358 eV

1.467 eV 1.396 eV

1.314 eV
1.295 eV

× 3
1 2

(c)

1.394 eV

hν

0.844 0.883 0.934 0.976
λ, µm

× 0.625

Fig. 2. Photoluminescence spectra for the
AlGaAs/GaAs/InAs/GaAs heterostructures under investiga-
tion with an effective InAs coating of 2.7 monolayers:
(a) photoluminescence spectrum of the sample grown at
PAs4 = 8 × 10–6 torr and τint = 30 s; (b) photoluminescence

spectrum of the sample grown at (1) PAs4 = 8 × 10–6 torr and

τint = 180 s and (2) PAs4 = 2 × 106 torr and τint = 180 s; and
(c) photoluminescence spectrum of the sample grown at
PAs4 = 2 × 10–6 torr in the submonolayer regime of growth.
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wide distribution over the corresponding dimensions,
as follows from Fig. 2c.

From here, we can make the following conclusions.
At a high arsenic pressure PAs4 = 8 × 10–6 torr in the
growth chamber, the formation of InAs plane domains
(presumably three-monolayer domains) is predomi-
nant. An increase in the interruption time also contrib-
utes to the stabilization of a thin wetting layer (presum-
ably of the two-monolayer variety), whereas no three-
dimensional islands, i.e., quantum dots, are formed (in
contrast to the data from [6]). Such a situation can be
explained on the basis of the fact that, for an excess in
arsenic, the majority of In atoms react with arsenic
atoms at the substrate and their surface migration is
limited by the wetting-layer boundaries and by flat
domains arranged on it. The migration of In atoms,
which is, obviously, more efficient the longer the
growth interruption, improves the uniformity of the
elastic-stress distribution; that is, it decreases the
amplitude of their fluctuations in the layers formed.
This leads to the stabilization of the layer-by-layer
growth, not manifesting itself in a transition to the
three-dimensional quantum dots for an effective thick-
ness of InAs coating of less than 2.7 monolayers.

On the other hand, a reduction in the arsenic pres-
sure, which is known to be a destabilizing factor in
layer-by-layer growth and beneficial for the surface
segregation of In atoms, evidently leads to an increase
in the amplitude of fluctuations of elastic stresses in the
deposited InAs layers stimulating the formation of the
quantum dots (Fig. 2b, curve 2, and Fig. 2c). It is of
interest to note that, depending on the growth condi-
tions and also on the state of the substrate surface, it is
possible that both one (Fig. 2c) and several groups of
quantum dots are formed (Fig. 2b, curve 2). The quan-
tum dots formed differ in mean dimensions; however,
this last fact is irreproducible from process to process.

The data obtained indicate the important role played
by kinetic parameters in forming quantum dots in the
InAs on the GaAs system near the critical thickness of
InAs. The surface migration of In atoms depending on
the arsenic-flux density, the growth rate, the time of
growth interruption, and the state of the substrate sur-
face (including uncontrollable potential barriers limit-
ing the migration) determine the conditions for quan-
tum-dot initiation, their density, the mean dimension
(or even several characteristic dimensions), and the dis-
tribution in these dimensions.

It should be noted that a somewhat higher value of
2.7 monolayers for the InAs critical thickness, for
which quantum dots arise in the samples under investi-
gation, compared to the values of 1.6–1.7 monolayers
reported in the literature, can be associated with the
higher temperature Ts = 490°C (commonly, Ts < 480°C)
of layer deposition. In fact, an elevated deposition tem-
perature must favor a more efficient surface migration
of In atoms and, correspondingly, a decrease in the
amplitude of the elastic-stress fluctuations in the InAs
layers. This improves their homogeneity and leads to
stabilization of the two-dimensional growth and to a
delay in the onset of quantum-dot formation.
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Fluctuation processes whose power spectrum varies
inversely proportional to the frequency (flicker noise,
or 1/f noise) are a subject of thorough investigations for
many years. First discovered in electric circuits, 1/f
noise is observed in systems of various nature (geo-
physical, astrophysical, biological, ecological, etc.).
Presently, extensive data concerning the properties
of  the flicker noise in particular systems (see, e.g.,
reviews [1, 2]) are accumulating. For example, one of
the most known studies involves a model according to
which the 1/f noise is the consequence of the superpo-
sition of independent Lorentz sources having the relax-
ation-time distribution function g(τ) ~ τ –1 [1, 2]. Ther-
mal models are also widely discussed in which the ther-
mal conduction mechanisms [3] are considered to be
responsible for the 1/f noise in solids. Explaining
experimental manifestations of 1/f noise in particular
physical systems can be problematic when using the
current models; we run into problems in attempting to
explain the origin of the 1/f noise in systems of different
natures. In spite of long-standing efforts, no commonly
accepted picture of this phenomenon has been available
until now and the mechanisms leading to fluctuations
obeying the 1/f spectrum are often unclear. Therefore,
the problem of searching for new systems with flicker
noise and of constructing new models for this phenom-
enon remains urgent.

The low-frequency divergence for the spectral den-
sity of the fluctuations testifies to the fact that no char-
acteristic time scale for the process with a flicker spec-
trum exists. This fact makes it possible to assume that
the system is in the vicinity of a critical phase transi-
tion. Interest in random processes with diverging spec-
tral characteristics has risen sharply in recent years in
connection with the discovery of the phenomenon of
self-organized criticality [4]. In the case of self-orga-
nized criticality, the system arrives at the critical state
as a result of its evolution and no fine tuning of the con-
trolling parameters is required. The concept of self-
organized criticality is reasonably general; however, it
could only be realized experimentally, until recently,

Institute of Thermal Physics, Ural Division, 
Russian Academy of Sciences, Pervomaœskaya ul. 91, 
Yekaterinburg, 620219 Russia
1028-3358/00/4510- $20.00 © 20515
using the model system of a “sand pile.” In [5–7], a
hypothesis was presented to the effect that the self-
organization of the critical state can be a consequence
of the intersection and the interaction of subcritical and
supercritical phase transitions.

In studies [5, 6, 8], fluctuations with 1/f spectrum
were found for the case of changing the regimes of boil-
ing for nitrogen on a surface of thin films of high-tem-
perature superconductors under the conditions of Joule
self-heating. In this case, the overlap and the interaction
of two nonequilibrium phase transitions occur: the sub-
critical transition from bubble boiling to film boiling
and the postcritical transition associated with the local-
ization of Joule heat release in a heat domain. In [9],
thermal fluctuations with 1/f and 1/f 2 spectra were dis-
covered for the film boiling of water on a vertically ori-
ented wire heater. The similarity between the process
under investigation and the self-organized criticality
phenomenon was also noted. In order to explain the
experimental results, we propose a mathematical model
[5–7]. This model describes nonequilibrium phase tran-
sitions in a lumped system which represents the system
of two nonlinear stochastic equations: 

(1)

where x and y are the interacting order parameters, Γ1(t)
and Γ2(t) are the Gaussian δ-correlated noises, and the
parameter γ > 1 takes the presence of external fluxes
into account. This system, describing the dynamics of
intersecting subcritical and postcritical phase transi-
tions, transforms white noise into two stochastic pro-
cesses with spectral densities proportional to 1/f and
1/f2. It is possible to suggest various sets of nonlinear
stochastic equations, including potential sets [10] sim-
ilar to (1), which can predict that fluctuations with
diverging spectral characteristics do exist in the case of
two intersecting and interacting phase transitions. The
intersection and the interaction of two nonequilibrium
phase transitions is a reasonably frequent phenomenon.
For this reason, 1/f noise can be expected in a wide
class of processes accompanied by phase transitions.
A classical example of a nonequilibrium phase transi-

dx
dt
------ –xy2 y Γ1 t( ),+ +=

dy
dt
------ –yx2 γx Γ2 t( ),+ +=
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tion is represented by combustion processes. The prop-
agation of the combustion front in a quiescent medium
is described for the simplest case by two dynamic vari-
ables, i.e., by temperature and the concentration of a
combustible substance, which can be considered the
order parameters. When certain conditions (the ratio
between the coefficients of thermal conduction and dif-
fusion) are fulfilled, various self-oscillation modes of
travelling are observed for the combustion waves [11].
In the case of the combustion of volatile substances, the
chemical reaction of vapor oxidation can be accompa-
nied by boiling of the condensed phase. In this case, we
have the superposition of two transitions, i.e., the
chemical reaction of oxidation and the boiling. The role
of an external noise is played by random acts of boiling.
The interaction of these two transitions may result in
peculiar features of combustion-front dynamics.

0.1

0

–0.1
400 800 t, s0

U, V

Fig. 1.
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10– 2 10–1 10010– 4

Fig. 2. 
In this study, we present the results of our experi-
mental investigation devoted to flame-front fluctuations
in the combustion of a flat porous wick impregnated
with ethyl alcohol.

To provide for the boiling of a condensed phase in a
combustion of vapors, it is necessary that the flame
front not cover the entire wick. The experiments carried
out show that such a condition is satisfied by the use of
a flat wick clamped by metal plates. In this case, the
flame propagates along a thin horizontal wick surface
and stops near its ends. At the wick ends, no combus-
tion takes place, owing to an oxygen deficit. The oxy-
gen deficit results from the presence of small gaps
between the wick and the metal plates. In combustion,
alcohol impregnating the wick ends is heated due to the
thermal conduction and its explosive boiling occurs.
Such boiling can be sometimes recognized by charac-
teristic snaps. The acts of boiling are random. When
boiling, a portion of the vapors is ejected and ignites.
This was observed in the form of flame splashes at the
wick ends.

The dimensions of the wick were approximately
2 cm by 1 mm. Two platinum wires 20 µm in diameter
were placed in the flame zone. A direct transport cur-
rent of ~50 mA was passed through these wires. The
voltage drop across the wires was detected with S9-8
digital oscilloscopes connected to a computer. Depend-
ing on the displacement of the wire probes, we can
judge the combustion-front fluctuations in various parts
of the flame and the mutual correlation between such
fluctuations. In order to prevent the effect of random air
flows on the flame dynamics, the burning wick was
placed in a glass box.

In Fig. 1, we show one of the oscillograms for the
voltage drop across the wire probe arranged along the
burning wick surface at a distance of about 2 mm. Near
zero, the distribution function for the oscillation ampli-
tudes is well approximated by the Gaussian normal dis-
tribution. However, in the region of large ejections,
deviations from the Gaussian dependence are essential.
In the case of the simultaneous recording oscillograms
from two wires, we discovered a spatial correlation
between oscillations even in the case where the probes
were widely spaced. This testifies to the fact that the
source of stochastic oscillation is localized near the
combustion front.

From the measured oscillograms, the spectral densi-
ties of fluctuations were found using the Fourier-trans-
form method. For widening the frequency range, which
was determined by the oscilloscope buffer memory
(2048 points) for a single oscillogram, the measure-
ments were carried out at various time samplings. Fig-
ure 2 shows the spectrum of oscillations for the voltage
drop across the probe arranged parallel to the wick’s
surface. The dashed line in Fig. 2 corresponds to the
dependence S(f) ~ f –0.98; i.e., the 1/f behavior of the
spectrum is observed. Figure 2 also shows that such a
DOKLADY PHYSICS      Vol. 45      No. 10      2000
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dependence extends over four decimal orders of fre-
quency.

It should be noted that, when using wicks of another
shape, in particular, cylindrical wicks, the flicker noise
is only occasionally observed. This is likely associated
with the fact that, in this case, it is more difficult to pro-
vide the conditions of local boiling ahead of the flame
front.

Thus, the boiling of a fuel ahead of the combustion
front can result in stochastic oscillations of the reaction
front with the spectral density inversely proportional to
the frequency, which affirms the critical behavior of the
system. Such behavior stems from the interaction of
two processes, i.e., a chemical reaction and explosive
boiling. The boiling is the typical first-order phase tran-
sition. The exponential character of the heat release in
the combustion reaction yields grounds for considering
this process a postcritical nonequilibrium phase transi-
tion. In other words, the intersection and the interaction
of two phase transitions may lead to the self-organiza-
tion of the critical state of the system. This fact presents
fresh insight into the nature of self-organized criticality,
the spatial distribution of the system being optional.

The results of this study testify to the fact that flicker
noise is not necessarily a result of observations of nat-
ural phenomena; it can be detected in simple, intention-
ally posed laboratory experiments.
DOKLADY PHYSICS      Vol. 45      No. 10      2000
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Two surprising facts were previously considered [1].
First, the standard tabular masses Mi ± σMi of funda-
mental particles correspond best, i.e., within the least
mean-square deviation

(1)

to the integer one-dimensional sequence (ni are integer
numbers) with period D* surprisingly close to the tri-
pled electron mass [2]:

(2)

Second, the mass differences for pairs of fundamen-

Sε

Mi D*ni–( )2

i

∑
N

---------------------------------------,=

δ
D* 3me–

3me

----------------------- 6.3 6.5±( ) 10–2× .–= =
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tal particles (see Fig. 1) whose masses are known
within an error of less than 2 MeV are multiply
repeated and equal the unified value  . 440 MeV,
which satisfies the relationship

(3)

Here, α . 1/137; i.e., the ratio of the electron mass to
the aforementioned value coincides to an accuracy of
1% with the fine structure constant divided by 2π [3].

The surprising and paradoxical nature of these facts,
i.e., their contradiction of the accepted paradigms of
physics, disappears if

(1) multiple experimental observations of the
Sukhoruchkin effect assert that the electron mass me

E

me

E
------ 1.151 10 3–×  . 

α
2π
------ 1.159 10 3–× .= =
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has a value or integer-multiple equal to the observed
singularities [4]

or if (2) Einstein’s vision of a unified universal
theory of interaction [5] anticipates the possibility
of reducing all known interactions to one unified inter-
action.

The evident nontrivial and controversial nature of
this situation ecourages the author to publish his pre-
print [1] on a wider scale.

Indeed, the situation is changing rapidly and even
today, i.e., in the six years after the preprint was pub-
lished, more experimental evidence in favor of the
existence of the Sukhoruchkin effect, i.e., the fact
observed in [6], is being obtained. It is also quite impor-
tant that attempts to develop the unified (in the spirit of
Einstein [5]) theory of fundamental particles have been
published (see [7] and, especially, [8]).
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According to classical concepts [1], a steady-state
detonation wave consists of a shock wave and the zone
of chemical reaction following this wave. In this zone,
the pressure falls and the substance expands, i.e., the
von Neumann spike is formed. The validity of this
model is confirmed by numerous experiments, and its
ability to describe detonation in the majority of explo-
sives is beyond question. However, in high-density
hexagen and octagen, the authors of [2] registered a
pressure increase instead of the von Neumann spike in
the reaction zone. The assumption that a steady-state
detonation wave can propagate without the von Neu-
man spike raises doubts concerning the correspondence
of the final state of the explosion products to the Chap-
man–Jouguet point and the selection rules of the deto-
nation velocity. The validity of these concepts is deter-
mined by the reliability of experimental data fixing fea-
tures of the detonation conversions in condensed
explosives. In particular, it is of interest to study the
character of the change in the structure of a detonation
wave with an increase in the initial density of the explo-
sives used. This paper is devoted to the study of the
above-mentioned change.

As the object of investigation, we choose 2',2',2'-
trinitroethyl-4,4,4-trinitrobutyrate C6H6N6O14 (TNETB),
a powerful explosive with a low-negative (–4.15%) oxy-
gen balance and a monocrystal density of 1.839 g/cm3

[3, 4]. The TNETB sensitivity to mechanical actions is
at a level of hexagen sensitivity, but the heat of the
explosive conversion is in excess of that of the hexagen.
The layout of the experiments is shown in Fig. 1. Deto-
nation was initiated by a shock wave with an amplitude
larger than 4 GPa, which was formed by a plane-wave
generator (1). The diameter of the charges was 30 mm;
their length ranged from 40 to 80 mm, which ensured
the attainment of a steady-state regime of detonation.
The wave profiles were recorded on a VISAR laser
interferometer with a time resolution of ~3 ns and an

Institute of Problems of Chemical Physics, Russian 
Academy of Sciences, Chernogolovka, Moscow oblast, 
Russia
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accuracy of velocity measurement of ±5 m/s indepen-
dent of the value of the absolute velocity [5]. The prob-
ing radiation was reflected from a 100- to 400-µm-thick
aluminum foil (2) placed between the charge end and
water window (3). The experimental data present
velocities registered for the foil surface adjoining the
water window. They reflect all of the structural details
of the reaction zone in the steady-state detonation
wave.

The results of the experiments are presented in
Fig. 2. The initial charge density ρ0 , thickness of the
aluminum foil hAl, and ratio of the charge diameter and
charge length ∅ /l are presented in the table for each
experiment, and the fact of registration of the von Neu-
mann spike or the velocity increase in the reaction zone
is also noted by indicating the characteristic time. At an
initial density of 1.48 g/cm3 (experiment 1), a velocity
drop of approximately 300 m/s, caused by the presence
of the von Neumann spike in the explosive, whose
duration attains approximately 50 ns, is observed after
the shock. The rise in the velocity 50 ns after the shock
is related to the wave circulation in the 200-µm-thick
foil situated between the water window and the explosive.
The use of a 400-µm-thick foil (experiment 2) increases
the circulation time, thus allowing us to refine the dura-
tion of the von Neumann spike and evaluate the charac-
ter of its decay as far as it propagates along the foil. An
increase in ρ0 to 1.51 g/cm3 (experiment 3) leads to a
decrease in the spike duration by ~10 ns and a reduction
of its amplitude to 200 m/s. However, even at ρ0 =

Explosive

1 2

VISAR

3

Fig. 1. Layout of the experiment: (1) plane-wave generator;
(2) aluminum foil; and (3) water window.
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1.56 g/cm3, velocity profile 4 is subjected to qualitative
changes: the von Neuman spike disappears and a
domain of constant parameters arises behind the shock.
Upon further increase of the initial explosive density,
an ~100 m/s increase in the velocity is recorded imme-
diately at the time of ~30 ns after the shock. Note that
a good reproducibility of the structure of the reaction
zone is observed at an invariable charge configuration
(experiments 7, 8), as well as at a twofold increase in
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Fig. 2. Velocity of the boundary between the foil and water-
window.
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the charge length (experiments 5, 6). This fact is proof
of the presence of a steady-state detonation regime in
all experiments conducted. Note that the mass velocity
corresponding to the final state of the explosion prod-
ucts (in the presence of the von Neumann spike, this is
the Chapmán–Jouguet point) increases with the initial
density. This is not the case in the vicinity of ρ0 =
1.56 g/cm3 (Fig. 2b), where an anomalous character of
the velocity variation is observed: it is lower by approx-
imately 50 m/s at a density of 1.56 g/cm3 compared to
that at a density of 1.51 g/cm3. This can be explained
by the presence of a transition to an uncompressed det-
onation regime at the moment of the von Neumann
spike disappearance.

Thus, the experimental data obtained agree with the
assumption that the steady-state detonation can exist
without the von Neumann spike. Nevertheless, the
probability that the reaction time is shorter than 4 ns
and that the applied technique does not resolve the von
Neumann spike cannot be excluded. It is, therefore, dif-
ficult to understand the qualitative change in the wave
structure, whereas a monotonic pressure rise in the

H

JA

L > Lc

Pr
es

su
re

Volume

L < Lc

Fig. 3. Phase trajectories in the pressure–volume plane. A
and H are the Hugoniot adiabat and the detonation adiabat,
respectively; J is the Chapmán–Jouguet point; the dashed
line is the Michelson straight line.
Parameters of the experimental assembly

N ρ0, g/cm3 hAl, µm ∅ /l, mm/mm Remarks

1 1.48 200 30/42 Von Neuman spike, 50 ns

2 1.48 400 30/42 Von Neuman spike, 50 ns

3 1.51 200 30/42 Von Neuman spike, 40 ns

4 1.56 200 30/42 Plateau

5 1.61 200 30/40 Rise, 30 ns

6 1.61 200 30/80 Rise, 30 ns

7 1.71 100 30/38 Rise, >30 ns

8 1.71 200 30/38 Rise, 30 ns
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reaction zone can be easily explained within the frame-
work of known theoretical approaches allowing for the
width of the detonation wave front [6–8]. In this case, a
dimensionless number L appears in the problem. This
number characterizes the ratio of the front viscous
width to the characteristic length of the reaction zone.
At small L, the steady-state detonation regime takes
place, which does not differ qualitatively from the clas-
sical case. The corresponding phase trajectory in the
pressure-specific volume plane is shown in Fig. 3: only
the amplitude of the von Neumann spike decreases and
part of the explosive proves to have been reacted in the
front of the compression wave. However, there exists a
critical value Lc such that if L > Lc then a qualitative
change in the detonation front occurs: the final state on
the detonation adiabat is attained as a result of a mono-
tonic pressure rise (Fig. 3). In the general case, the
uncompressed regime is realized and the detonation
velocity is determined by kinetics of the chemical reac-
tion, not by thermodynamics and gas dynamics alone,
as is the case in classical detonation theory.
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In recent years, great interest has been allotted to
investigating self-organized ensembles of quantum
dots, i.e., the quasi-zero-dimensional objects (with
sizes of ~10–20 nm) formed in the process of hete-
roepitaxial growth. These objects arise in the case
where there is a mismatch between parameters of a
crystal lattice and substrate [1–6] by the Stranski–
Krastanov mechanism [7]. According to this mecha-
nism, for a certain critical thickness, a system can exe-
cute a phase transition from the two-dimensional layer-
by-layer growth to the formation of three-dimensional
coherent islands, i.e., the quantum dots on the surface
of a thin wetting layer. To date, a wide set of investiga-
tions have been carried out to study the mechanisms of
nucleation and formation of quantum dots (qd), their
morphology, and their structural properties [1–5]. The
optical properties of quantum dots are being investi-
gated [6] with particular intensity. As was shown by the
authors of [6], the photoluminescence method makes it
possible to fix the appearance of quantum dots and to
study their properties using the occurrence of a supple-
mentary long-wave band in the photoluminescence
spectrum. Interesting results have also been obtained for
developing quantum-dot injection heterolasers [8, 9].

At the same time, it should be noted that the major-
ity of the data cited in publications refers to undoped
heterostructures in which the quantum dots are not pop-
ulated by electrons, whereas the optical and electrical
properties of doped structures containing quantum dots
are mentioned to a much lesser extent.

The goal of this paper is to study the above-men-
tioned problem by investigating the optical and electri-
cal properties of modulation-doped superlattices of
InAs/GaAs with layer thicknesses below and near the
quantum-dot formation threshold.

We used modulation-doped heterostructures grown
by molecular-beam epitaxy on GaAs (001) semi-insu-

Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics, 
Russian Academy of Sciences, ul. Mokhovaya 18, 
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lating substrates as the samples under investigation.
These structures involve a GaAs undoped buffer layer,
an InAs/GaAs superlattice, an Al0.2Ga0.8As undoped
spacer layer, an Al0.2Ga0.8As doped layer, and a GaAs
thin protective layer (Fig. 1). In the investigated series
of the samples, the effective thickness dIn of the InAs
layers varied from 0.33 to 2.7 monolayers (Fig. 1). In
this case, the thickness of the GaAs layer was varied
proportionally in order to retain an average composi-
tion of the superlattice equivalent to that of the
In0.16Ga0.84As solid solution. The number of superlat-
tice periods was regulated, so that the superlattice
attained a total thickness of approximately 14 nm. The
thicknesses of the InAs and GaAs components of the
superlattice in various samples, and also the number of
superlattice periods in each of these samples, are indi-
cated in the caption to Fig. 1. All the superlattices were
grown at a temperature Ts = 490°C, while the remaining
layers were grown at Ts = 590°C. The growth pro-
ceeded at a pressure of 8 × 10–6 torr in an ambient
arsenic. After depositing each InAs layer, the growth
was interrupted for 30 s. For comparison, a heterostruc-
ture was also grown in which an In0.16Ga0.84As solid
solution of the same thickness was formed instead of
the InAs/GaAs superlattice mentioned previously.

The optical and electrical properties of the grown
heterostructures were investigated by measuring the
photoluminescence spectra at T = 77 K and by deter-
mining the mobility µ2D and the electron concentration
n2D at T = 77 and 300 K on the basis of the Hall method.

In Fig. 2, we show the photoluminescence spectra
for a sample of the In0.16Ga0.84As solid solution
(Fig. 2a) and for seven superlattice samples (Figs. 2b–
2h). In the table, the results of the Hall measurements
for µ2D and n2D are given. For comparison, in Fig. 2b
(curve 2), we also show the photoluminescence spec-
trum of the superlattice with undoped AlGaAs.

It follows from the table that all the samples have
comparable electron concentrations n2D . (6–10) ×
1011 cm–2. However, the mobilities µ2D of the electrons
in the samples are substantially different, changing
000 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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Fig. 1. Cross section for the AlGaAs/InAs(n2 monolayer)/GaAs(n1åë)/GaAs(n1 monolayer)/GaAs modulation-doped superlat-
tices. dGa is the GaAs-layer thickness, dIn is the InAs-layer thickness in each superlattice period, and N is the number of periods in
the superlattice.
from sample to sample within the range 6326–
32896 cm2/(V s).

As can be seen from Fig. 2, the photoluminescence
spectra for the modulation-doped solid solution
(Fig. 2a) and for six modulation-doped superlattices
with monolayer thicknesses dIn < 2 (Figs. 2b–2g) have
a similar shape and are disposed in the same spectral
region. In these samples, we observed two peaks in the
photoluminescence: the low-energy peak of energy hν1
(within the range 1.356 to 1.375 eV) and intensity I1
and the high-energy peak of energy hν2 (within the
range 1.406 to 1.434 eV) and intensity I2 , so that I1 > I2
in all cases.

However, when the thickness of the InAs layer
attains 2.7 monolayers, a radical transformation in the
photoluminescence spectrum shape takes place. In the
Results of the Hall measurements for the mobility µ2D and the concentration n2D of two-dimensional electrons in the modulation-
doped samples of the In0.16Ga0.84As homogeneous solid solution and the InAs/GaAs superlattices at T = 77 and 300 K

Sample
number

dIn (in units of the
monolayer thickness)

µ2D, cm2/(V s) 
(77 K)

n2D, 1011 cm–2 (77 K) µ2D, cm2/(V s)
(300 K)

n2D, 1011 cm–2 (300 K)

1172 Homogeneous solid solution 17670 9 6000 9.6

1178 0.33 32896 10.3 7747 9.96

1171 0.67 6620 8.5 2830 9.6

1169 1.0 8560 6.46 4164 6.2

1181 1.33 10696 8.63 5436 9.64

1170 1.58 6610 6.6 3480 6.6

1206 2.0 20900 9.85 5370 8.2

1179 2.7 6326 7.86 4059 7.42
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long-wave spectral region, a new broad and intense
band arises with its peak at hνqd = 1.265 eV (Fig. 2h).
As was shown in [6], such modifications of the spec-
trum are associated with the phase transition from the
two-dimensional layer-by-layer growth mode to that of
the three-dimensional growth mode corresponding to
the formation of quantum dots.

In this connection, it is reasonable to consider sepa-
rately the characteristics of a modulation-doped super-
lattice of InAs layers with thicknesses dIn < 2.0 mono-
layers, for which the two-dimensional layer-by-layer
growth is presumed to be realized, and the characteris-
tics of the modulation-doped superlattice with dIn =
2.7 monolayers, where the growth mode corresponding
to the formation of InAs quantum dots in the GaAs
matrix is realized.

1. The photoluminescence spectra and electron
mobility in a modulation-doped superlattice with
thicknesses of InAs layers lower than 2.0 monolay-
ers (below the quantum-dot formation threshold). In
order to interpret the optical properties of the modula-
tion-doped superlattice with dIn < 2.0 monolayers, we
base our assumptions on the fact that the presence of
two peaks in the photoluminescence spectra of the
N−AlGaAs/InAs/GaAs modulation-doped quantum
well (i.e., the solid solution) is a consequence of the
population of two subbands of the two-dimensional
electron gas in the InGaAs quantum well [10, 11].
These peaks correspond to the optical transitions from
the lower e1 and upper e2 subbands to the hole sub-
bands. In the case of undoped (empty) quantum wells,
we can observe only a single photoluminescence peak
caused, as is well known, by optical transitions between
the lowest (unfilled) electron and hole subbands
(Fig. 2b, curve 2). Based on the similarity between the
photoluminescence spectra of a modulation-doped
solid solution (Fig. 2a) and a modulation-doped super-
lattice (Figs. 2b–2g), we can assume that, in the latter
case, the hν1 and hν2 peaks are of the same nature as
those in the former. In other words, two electron sub-
bands are also populated in this case and the energy
range h∆ν12 = hν2 – hν1 determines the energy gap
between them. Thus, in spite of the difference in the
“construction” of these two types of heterostructures
(layered and homogeneous), their subband structures
are similar. This fact is evidently caused by the strong
overlapping of the wave functions of neighboring InAs
layers in the superlattice owing to the efficient tunnel
coupling through the GaAs barriers.

However, in spite of the general similarity between
the photoluminescence spectra in Figs. 2a–2g, there are
also certain distinctions between them. For example, the
sharpest and most intense peaks are observed for the
modulation-doped superlattice with dIn = 0.33 monolay-
ers (Fig. 2b). It is of interest that the intensity and
sharpness of the photoluminescence peaks drop
abruptly when dIn merely increases to 0.67 monolayers
(Fig. 2c). As can be seen from Figs. 2c–2g, such a situa-
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Fig. 2. Photoluminescence spectra for the
AlGaAs/(InAs/GaAs)/GaAs modulation-doped superlattice
and the In0.16Ga0.84As modulation-doped homogeneous
solid solution at a temperature T = 77 K: (a) spectrum of the
homogeneous solid solution; (b)–(h) spectra of a modula-
tion-doped superlattice with thickness dIn (in units of the
monolayer thickness): (b) dIn = 0.33, N = 24; (c) dIn = 0.67,
N = 12; (d) dIn = 1, N = 8; (e) dIn = 1.33, N = 6; (f) dIn = 1.58,
N = 5; (g) dIn = 2, N = 4; and (h) dIn = 2.7, N = 3.
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tion is also retained for other samples having thicknesses
of InAs layers within the range up to 1.58 monolayers.
A certain increase in photoluminescence intensity mani-
fests itself in the case of dIn = 2.0 monolayers (Fig. 2g).
However, sharp peaks, such as in Fig. 2b, are not
observed in this case. To clarify the reasons for the vari-
ations observed in the shape of the photoluminescence

3

2

1

0
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

T = 77 K

dIn, Monolayer thickness

µ, 10 4 cm2/(V s)

n2D.(7.5 – 10) × 1011 cm–2 

3.0

Fig. 3. Dependence of the electron mobility in the modula-
tion-doped superlattices under investigation on the effective
thickness of the InAs layer in the superlattice at T = 77 K.
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vertically coupled quantum dots.

4 nm
spectra when changing dIn, we analyze the dependence
of the electron mobility µ2D in the modulation-doped
superlattice on the thickness dIn (see Fig. 3). It follows
from Fig. 3 that (similarly to the dependence of the
photoluminescence intensity on dIn) the highest mobil-

ity  = 32 896 cm2/(V s) is observed in the sample
with dIn = 0.33 monolayers and, then, drops abruptly
with increasing dIn. Already for dIn = 0.67 monolayers,
the mobility becomes equal to 6620 cm2/(V s). Further-
more, up to the value of dIn = 1.58 monolayers, the
mobility varies insignificantly. Note that the superlat-
tice sample No. 1206 (dIn = 2.0 monolayers), for which
we observe elevated values for both the photolumines-
cence intensity and mobility µ2D, was grown on the
substrates made of the other ingot. For this reason, we
do not accentuate the deviation exhibited in this sample
from the regular characteristics exhibited in the others.

On the basis of the above-mentioned facts, we can
assume the following. For a minimum submonolayer
InAs covering (dIn = 0.33 monolayers), when the ampli-
tude of the elastic-stress fluctuation is yet far from crit-
ical owing to the small thickness of deposited InAs, an
almost ideal layer-by-layer growth takes place, thus
forming the most perfect crystal lattice. In this lattice,
in contrast to the situation in the solid solution, indium
atoms are disposed in a certain order and the processes
associated with electron scattering and radiationless
recombination must be minimized. Therefore, we here
observe the sharpest and most intense photolumines-
cence peaks and the maximum value for the electron
mobility. At the same time, an increase in the InAs
effective thickness must enhance the elastic stresses
and their fluctuations, which results in fluctuations of
the relief and the necessity of introducing additional
mechanisms of electron scattering and radiationless
recombination. We assume that the decrease in µ2D, the
reduction of the intensity, and the sharpness of the pho-
toluminescence peaks in the case of increasing the
thickness of the InAs covering are related to an addi-
tional scattering of charge carriers at the fluctuations of
potential and to an increasing contribution of the radia-
tionless recombination caused by the fluctuations of
elastic stresses and the layer relief induced by them.
Here, we deal with the unexpected fact that these
effects take place even at a sufficiently small quantity of
deposited InAs. Indeed, they are observed for a sub-
monolayer covering (dIn = 0.67 monolayers), whereas
the almost normal layer-by-layer growth is commonly
assumed for this case in other publications.

2. The properties of a modulation-doped super-
lattice for thickness of InAs covering dIn = 2.7 mono-
layers (near the quantum-dot formation threshold).
As was already noted, we ascribe the photolumines-
cence broad long-wave band at hν = 1.265 eV in the mod-
ulation-doped-superlattice sample with dIn = 2.7 mono-
layers to the appearance of quantum dots. We also
relate the weak short-wave peak at hν = 1.390 eV to a

µ2D
max
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thin wetting layer. However, it is necessary to note
that while investigating a similar heterostructure in
which only one InAs layer with an effective thickness
dIn = 2.7 monolayers was grown instead of the
InAs/GaAs superlattice, no additional photolumines-
cence long-wave band testifying to the presence of
quantum dots was found. It follows from this fact that,
although no quantum dots are formed in the InAs lower
layer of the modulation-doped superlattice, the elastic
stresses arising from it stimulate quantum-dot nucle-
ation in the subsequent layers of the superlattice. The
assumed cross section of the modulation-doped super-
lattice with quantum dots investigated by us is shown
in Fig. 4.
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Relaxation Behavior of an Acoustic Elastic Modulus 
for SVM Fibers
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Under tension, polymers often demonstrate creep,
i.e., gradual elongation with time. This creep is caused
by inelastic processes occurring in the material. For a
constant sample length, these processes manifest them-
selves as a gradual decrease in stretching force. In this
case, we say that the sample is tested in the regime of
relaxing (i.e., decreasing) stress. If the stretching force
is constant and the sample length increases, then the
tests occur in the creep regime. Relaxation behavior is
quite intrinsic to aramid SVM fibers (SVM is a trade-
mark).

A characteristic feature of SVM fibers is an increase
in the elastic modulus with deformation [1]. The elas-
ticity modulus rises rather noticeably from the initial
value of 110 to 120 GPa to approximately 200 to
210 GPa at a strain of 3%. An increase in the elastic
modulus is observed in the case of both tension with a
constant rate and creep under a constant load [2, 3]. The
rise of the elastic modulus is reversible and gradually
decreases to the initial value after unloading. This
reversibility testifies to the fact that the rise of the mod-
ulus does not depend on the orientation irreversible at
temperatures much lower than the glass-transition tem-
perature Tg [4].

There are several explanations for the rise of the
elastic modulus of polymers with strain. For example,
this effect can be associated with the nonlinear elastic-
ity of fibers [5]. However, since elastic processes pro-
ceed instantaneously, nonlinear elasticity cannot
explain the gradual rise of the modulus in the presence
of creep. Therefore, a theoretical model was proposed
according to which the polymer chain contains defects
having a lowered rigidity. The rise of the modulus in the
case of creep is explained by the transition of defect
fragments in a polymer chain in the more rigid straight-
ened state [3, 4, 6]. This transition has an activation bar-
rier, and it takes time to overcome it. The goal of the
present study is to investigate the behavior of the elastic
modulus of SVM fibers in the case of different methods
of loading.
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Moscow, 117312 Russia
1028-3358/00/4510- $20.00 © 20528
We have investigated samples of SVM threads with
a linear density of 58 tex, which consisted of 300 ele-
mentary fibers with a diameter close to 13 microns. The
length of the samples was 600 to 800 mm. The samples
had cone-shaped ends at both the input and the output
of the sonic signal.

We studied stress relaxation and fiber creep using
various experimental equipment. Stress relaxation was
investigated with the help of an Instron 1122 universal
testing machine, whereas creep was investigated by
means of nonstandard equipment. The upper end of the
thread was immobile, whereas a certain load was
attached to the lower mobile end, and the sample elon-
gation was measured. In both cases, longitudinal ultra-
sound pulses with a frequency of 250 kHz and a repeti-
tion frequency of 0.9 kHz were passed through the sam-
ple. The elastic modulus E was determined according
to the speed c of the ultrasound [7]:

(1)

where ρ is the fiber density. The speed of the ultrasound
was determined as the ratio of the sample length to the
time of pulse passage.

Before loading, the fibers were dried for 20 min at
110°C. Then, they were trained by loading up to a
2-GPa stress and annealed at a temperature of 150°C
over 1.5 hours. The sample length increased after train-
ing by approximately 0.5%, and the elastic modulus
grew from 120 to 125–128 GPa. For subsequent load-
ing/unloading cycles, we observed no irreversible
changes in either the strain or the elastic modulus.
Thus, training made it possible to exclude inelastic
effects.

1. Creep. Figure 1 shows strain of SVM fibers as a
function of time in the presence of creep under a stress
of 1.6 GPa. As is seen, the fiber length gradually
increases with time, while the creep velocity decreases.
Curve 2 shows that the fiber elastic modulus E rises
simultaneously with an increase in the fiber length.
Curves 1 and 2 are similar in shape. This fact indicates
the unambiguous connection between the length and
the elastic modulus of the fibers.

2. Stress relaxation. Figure 2 illustrates the behav-
ior of the thread after it had been stretched to the stress
of 1.6 GPa and in then the clamps of the tensile testing

E ρc
2
,=
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machine were stopped. For 25 min, the stretching stress
corresponding to curve 1 dropped by approximately
15%. In contrast to the stress, the elastic modulus grad-
ually increased (see curve 2). It is worth mentioning
that this unusual behavior of the elastic modulus at a
fixed sample length was observed, in this case, for the
first time.

3. Recovery. Figure 3 illustrates the dependence of
the elastic modulus on the fiber strain ε for different
loading schemes. Crosses show the behavior of fibers
after a sharp reduction in the load. The thread crept
under a stress of 2.25 GPa over 1.5 hours, after which
the stress decreased to 0.45 GPa. After reducing the
load, the behavior of the thread became unusual. The
thread length gradually decreased, and the 1.8-kg piece
hanging on the thread rose. Apparently, the internal
energy is stored in the fibers in the case of creep under
loading. This energy performs the work of lifting the
weight after a sharp reduction in the load. The gradual
decrease in the elastic modulus (1) occurs simulta-
neously with the reduction of the thread length. The
direction of the process with time is indicated in Fig. 3
by the arrow.

The experimental dots in curve 2 of Fig. 3 are
obtained according to a similar loading scheme. This
distinction from curve 1 consists in the fact that, before
reducing the load to 0.45 GPa, the thread crept for a
shorter duration time under a stress of 2.25 GPa. In this
experimental run, we varied the creep time under the
stress of 2.25 GPa. Figure 3 illustrates the behavior of
the thread in the case of the usual creep corresponding
to the case of Fig. 1 (the thread was not kept under the
large stress). The direction of the process in the case of
creep is opposite to that observed after a strong
decrease in loading. The dependence of the modulus on
the fiber length in all three cases is described by a uni-
fied curve. Thus, there exists an unambiguous connec-
tion between the fiber length and the elastic modulus,
which is independent of the loading prehistory. Note
that this statement is true only in the case of the same
stretching load.

4. The relaxation at the constant length. The load-
ing scheme corresponded to curve 1 in Fig. 3; however,
both thread ends were fixed after the decrease in the
load. Figure 4 illustrates the change in the stretching
stress (curve 1) and the acoustic modulus (curve 2) for
fibers observed after the load had been decreased. In
this case, we observed a gradual elevation of the stress
with time. After 15 min, the stress increased from 270
to 310 MPa. The rise of the elastic modulus was
observed simultaneously with the above-mentioned
increase in stress. Evidently, the increase in stress is
associated with the constant fiber length.

The behavior of the fibers can be explained assum-
ing the existence of defects in the molecular-chain
structure. We can consider the structure of these defects
to be similar to a loop. Under loading, these defects
(loops) straighten; therefore, the rigidity of the polymer
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Fig. 1. Behavior of fibers in the case of creep under a stress
of 1.6 GPa: (1) fiber strain ε; (2) acoustic elastic modulus E.

Fig. 2. Behavior of fibers in the regime of stress relaxation
in the case of immobile clamps of a tensile testing machine:
(1) stretching stress σ; (2) acoustic elastic modulus E.
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chain is enhanced. The transition has an activation bar-
rier, which takes time to overcome. Figure 3 testifies to
the reversibility of the transition. Apparently, there is a
certain equilibrium concentration of defects dependent
on the stress and temperature. An increase in load stim-
ulates the straightening of the defects. Conversely, a
decrease in load stimulates reverse transitions and the
elastic modulus reduces. The gradual rise of stress after
the load has been decreased (with immobile testing-
machine clamps) is also explained by the reversibility
of the transitions, namely, by the increase in the con-
centration of short and soft defects.

In spite of the increase in the concentration of soft
defects after the reduction of the load, Fig. 4 demon-
strates a rise of the elastic modulus. This fact proves
that, apart from the transitions, there exists a second
mechanism governing the change in the modulus. This
mechanism consists in the nonlinear elasticity of the
fibers [3, 5]. It is worth noting that the result of the com-
bined action of the two mechanisms (i.e., the variation
of the defect concentration and the existence of the
nonlinear elasticity) depends on the loading scheme:

(i) In the case of creep, the stress is constant and the
effect of nonlinear elasticity is not manifested. There-
fore, the change in the modulus is determined only by
transitions into a more rigid state. This explains the rise
of the elastic modulus and fiber length with time.

(ii) After a sharp decrease in the load, reverse tran-
sitions are initiated and the defect concentration is ele-
vated. If the load is constant, then the elastic modulus
and fiber length gradually decrease.

(iii) In the stress relaxation regime, the mechanisms
of nonlinear elasticity and the transitions act in oppo-
site directions. A decrease in stress results in the lower-
ing of the elastic modulus due to nonlinear elasticity.
Contrarily, a decrease in the concentration of soft
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Fig. 4. Behavior of fibers after the load has been decreased
from 1.6 to 0.27 GPa. The fiber length was constant:
(1) stress σ; (2) acoustic elastic modulus.
defects elevates the elastic modulus of a polymer. Since
the combined action of these effects leads to an increase
in the elastic modulus (see Fig. 2), the transitions of the
defects into the rigid state prevail over the nonlinear
elasticity.

(iv) After a decrease in load at a fixed sample length,
the stress and elastic modulus increase simultaneously.
As in the preceding item, the nonlinear elasticity and
molecular transitions act in opposite directions. The
gradual rise in stress results in an increase in the fiber
modulus due to nonlinear elasticity. The increase in the
concentration of soft defects leads to a drop in elastic
modulus. The combined result consists in the rise of the
elastic modulus. In contrast to the preceding item, the
effect of the nonlinear elasticity in this case is stronger
than that of the relaxation transitions.

Relaxation phenomena in polymers are usually
described by various models similar to the Maxwell
classical model. This model is composed of a sequen-
tially connected spring and a damper, which makes it
possible to describe both the elasticity and relaxation
behavior of a polymer [8]. Owing to the existence of a
spectrum of relaxation times, more complicated models
composed of a set of springs and dampers are also used.
In the most general mathematical form, these models
can be described by the Volterra integral equation. Nev-
ertheless, even this equation is not capable of describ-
ing the increase in the stress or elastic modulus with
time. As a consequence, the kernel of this equation
must be significantly modified in order to involve func-
tions ascending with time. Thus, after a decrease in
load, the relaxation of the polymer fibers can manifest
itself in a paradoxical manner as an increase in both
stress and elastic modulus.
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The generation of low-temperature highly ionized
plasma in heavy-current electrode discharges is usually
associated with discharges in hydrogen. In other gases,
the attainment of the necessary electron temperature is
hampered by the energy loss of plasma through its radi-
ation. A new possibility for the study of virtually com-
pletely ionized plasma in lithium vapors was indicated
and realized in [1, 2]. The properties intrinsic to lithium
were used, e.g., the low ionization energy of lithium
atoms and the extremely high excitation and ionization
energies of Li+ helium-like ions. Plasma with a density
of 1015–1016 cm–3 and an electron temperature Te =
2−3 eV, which exhibited almost complete ionization of
lithium atoms, was obtained. Moreover, the energy loss
for ionization and radiation in the plasma were rela-
tively low.

In this case and under steady-state conditions, the
energy balance for electrons can be written out in a well
known form [3]:

(1)

For preliminary estimates, we take ne = 1015 cm–3

and Te = 3 eV. The time scale of the electron–ion energy
exchange for these parameters is approximately 3 ×
10−6 s. Consequently, in discharges with a duration
longer than 10–4 s, electron and ion temperatures are
almost equal and the Joule heat is predominantly trans-
ferred outward, i.e., to the tube walls, owing to the elec-
tron thermal conductivity. Near the walls, this heat is
spent to the new ionization of atoms produced in the
process of recombination and for the compensation of
other energy loss on the walls. The energy balance is
independent of the plasma density. In the case of a high
degree of ionization, the plasma concentration enters
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only into the boundary conditions. A rough estimate of
the term d/dr ≈ 1/a in equation (1) yields the following
expression for the electric field in a tube with radius a:

(2)

where T0 is the temperature at the axis. From the
Spitzer formula for the conductivity of a completely
ionized plasma, the density of the maintaining current
turns out to be on the order of several hundred A/m2.
It is also possible to obtain the dependence of the resis-
tance of the discharge column on the current intensity:

(3)

Here, l is the column length and C is a certain factor on
the order of 1.

In this study, we describe a new experimental setup
(called Robotron) developed in the Kiev scientific-
industrial company Eleœ-2 and the first results obtained
with the help of this setup.

Experimental setup. The principle structure of the
experimental setup and the diagram of its electric-
power supply are shown in Fig. 1. The discharges are
initiated in a well evacuated quartz tube with an inner
diameter of 25 mm. Two cathodes are placed at the tube
ends. One of these is the cathode of the basic discharge.
This cathode has the shape of a hollow cylinder
rounded at its edge. The surface of the other cathode is
made of lithium deposited on a vanadium substrate and
serves for the injection of the lithium plasma into the
tube. The tubular anodes are arranged near the lithium
injector. All the electrodes are made of vanadium.

Both cathodes are supplied with special auxiliary
electrodes initiating the appearance of cathode spots in
the case of feeding the electrodes by a high-voltage
pulse with a duration of several microseconds. The
cathode spots arising under the action of this pulse give
rise to a heavy-current stage of discharges. The dis-
charge in the lithium injector is excited first. The onset
of the basic discharge along the entire tube is controlled
by a delay within several hundred microseconds.

The discharge device shown in Fig. 1 was placed
into an evacuated quartz tube 120 mm in diameter. Two
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Fig. 1. Discharge tube and its electric power-supply circuit: (1) ignition of the lithium-plasma source; (2) anode of the lithium-
plasma source; (3) the basic-discharge anode; (4) quartz tube; (5) ignition of the basic discharge; (6) the basic-discharge cathode;
(7) cathode of the lithium plasma source; (8) ballast resistor of the lithium-plasma source; (9) capacitor banks of the first-discharge
source; (10) capacitor banks of the lithium-plasma source; (11) and (12) ballast resistors; (13) capacitor banks of the second-dis-
charge source.
banks of capacitors feeding the basic discharge had
independent switching-in with a controllable delay.
The highest energy of both discharge banks was 2.4 kJ.
Fine tuning of voltages and ballast resistors made it
possible to vary the parameters of both the basic dis-
charge and the lithium plasma injection within wide
limits.

A specific feature of the discharges is the absence in
them of a constant concentration of lithium atoms. The
plasma pressure in the discharge is much higher than
the pressure of saturated lithium vapors at the wall tem-
perature. The current intensity is measured by the
Rogowski loops. The difference of potentials across the
electrodes is measured according to the current through
the resistor, with the galvanic decoupling realized by
means of an optical pair consisting of a photodiode and
light-emitting diode. The information is recorded by an
analog-to-digital converter with a maximum readout
frequency of 500 kHz. While simultaneously recording
several channels, the readout time increases corre-
spondingly.

In Fig. 2, the initial stage of discharges is shown as
an example. The basic current arises with a delay of
300 µs from the onset of lithium plasma injection. Usu-
ally, strong oscillations of the voltage across the dis-
charge appear. In similar discharges in argon, no
marked oscillations were observed. The spectral analy-
sis of the discharges shows the presence of lines of
atomic and ionized lithium, the spectrum of atomic
vanadium, and the lines of the Balmer series in hyd-
rogen.

Current–voltage characteristics. The spectrum of
strong oscillations of the voltage lies within the range
(up to the frequency of 250 kHz) accessible for detec-
tion. The autocorrelation function for these oscillations
has a narrow peak with a width corresponding to a min-
imum recording time of 2.5 µs. As a rule, the voltage
recording frequency had a period of 12.5 µs. Further-
more, such a signal was averaged over five points. In
the case of the determination of the current–voltage
characteristic for the discharge column in itself, we
subtracted the sum of the near-electrode voltage drops,
which was taken to be equal to 30 V from the measured
voltage.

The experiments showed that, after the basic dis-
charge had been ignited and the stage of the quasi-
steady mode in the presence of strong oscillations had
been established, the discharge resistance increases
with decreasing the current to I ≈ 100 A in accordance
with formula (3). Furthermore, the resistance rises
abruptly owing to the onset of the recombination.
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Fig. 2. Time dependence of the discharge characteristics:
(1) discharge current intensity; (2) voltage drop across the
discharge; (3) electric-current intensity in the lithium-
plasma source.
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In Fig. 3, we show that the discharge resistance is
proportional to the power law of the current intensity
with the exponent of –3/5, which is typical of turbulent
discharge. A similar dependence also existed in dis-
charges described in [1] characterized by the discharge
tube radius a = 0.8 cm. Such a power law has a high
reproducibility with a spread not exceeding 10%. The
slope of the straight line in Fig. 3 corresponds to the
relation eEa/T0 = 1.43 in formula (2). The suppression
of the voltage oscillations across the discharge
decreases the discharge resistance by several times and
makes its current dependence more complicated than
that in Fig. 3.

On the nature of the turbulence observed. At a
glance, it is unclear why it is the strong turbulence that
agrees well with estimate (2) taking into account only
the electron thermal conductivity in the energy balance.
We can suggest the following explanation for this fact.
The turbulence increases the radial transport in the
plasma. In this case, the radiation intensity for the
atomic-lithium line increases abruptly near the walls.
The plasma concentration near the walls is maintained
by the new ionization of plasma recombined at the wall,
while the necessary energy is delivered by the electron
thermal conductivity. Thus, the turbulence requires the
increase in the radial heat flux.

A priori, the most probable reason for the turbulence
observed is the current-convective kink instability (see,
for example, reviews [3, 4]). Borrowing the criterion
for initiation of screw instability in arc discharges at
atmospheric pressure from [4] and using the transport
coefficients from [5], we obtain the relationship

(4)

where re = e2/mec2 is the electron classical radius; 

and  are the collision frequencies for electrons and
ions, respectively; and n is the plasma concentration.
According to (4), convection arises for ne > 2 ×
1015 cm–3.

This criterion corresponds to the conditions where
the perturbation for all the quantities at the walls can be
ignored. In our case, these rigorous boundary condi-
tions are not fulfilled. Therefore, instability must arise
for lower concentrations. We can assume that the volt-
age oscillations across the tube are induced by the for-
mation and breakup of the screw form of the discharge
and by a change in its internal inductance. The reason
for the breakup of the screw form can be a deficiency in
the radial heat flux for an extra-large injection of
plasma onto the walls. As was noted in [2], the thermal
conductivity is able to remove only a limited quantity of
heat, which corresponds to the condition Ea/T0 ≤ 1.43.
The straight line in Fig. 3 shows that the resistance of the
turbulent discharge is restricted by this value.
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The measurement results for the longitudinal mag-
netic field outside of the discharge tube became a direct
confirmation of the appearance of the screw form of the
discharge. The longitudinal magnetic-field component
Hz was measured by a Hall probe installed at a distance
of 6.5 cm from the tube axis near its middle section.
The measurements allowed us to detect oscillations of
the Hz-component which are associated with those of
the discharge current I. The amplitude of the Hz-com-
ponent attained several Oersteds. Thus, the oscillations
of the longitudinal magnetic field in the discharge were
on the order of hundreds of Oersteds. This value for the
current of ~1 kA does not contradict the estimate of a
possible screw pitch λ . πa [4]. The average value of
Hz decreases with time proportionally to the discharge
current that confirms the origin of this component. The
oscillations of the Hz-component correlate with those
of the voltage across the discharge.
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According to the model of interatomic pair interac-
tion, there are two possible types of interaction between
components of binary metallic substitutional alloys: the
attraction between the A and B atoms, resulting eventu-
ally in the formation of chemical compound AmBn (the
mixing energy Emix = uAA + uAB – 2uAB is negative), and
the repulsion between A and B atoms, giving rise to a
mixture of crystals formed by pure components (the
mixing energy is positive). In thermodynamics, these
two types of interatomic interactions are related to the
tendency of a system to ordering (the sign of deviations
from the Raoult law is negative) and to phase separa-
tion (the sign of deviations is positive), respectively.
These two types of interatomic interactions correspond
to two basic types of equilibrium phase diagrams: for
the case Emix < 0, the phase diagrams consist of the
regions where chemical compounds are formed; for the
case Emix > 0, the phase diagrams consist of the regions
corresponding to the mechanical mixture of crystals
formed by components of the alloy.

However, there exists a large number of equilibrium
phase diagrams involving domains (bounded and
unbounded) in which, as expected, solid solutions are
formed. The presence of the solid solution domains in
the phase diagrams means that these solid solutions are
equilibrium phases. If the solid solution is an equilib-
rium phase at temperatures for which the diffusion of
components is sufficient for its decomposition, it is
possible to say that such a solid solution is ideal. Such
a conclusion is in striking contrast with thermodynamic
data which suggest that the overwhelming majority of
solid solutions are nonideal and exhibit either positive
or negative deviations from the Raoult law. As a conse-
quence, they demonstrate the tendency either to phase
separation or to ordering, which should certainly lead
to the decomposition of the solid solution when the sys-
tem approaches equilibrium.
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In fact, numerous experimental data demonstrate
that solid solutions are nonideal. For example, in alloys
Fe–Cr at 1100–1300°C [1, 2], Fe–V at 1220–1420°C
[3], Fe–Mn at 1170–1590°C [4], Fe–Co up to 1200°C
[5], and in many others, either positive or negative devi-
ations from ideality are observed. These deviations
mean that the structure of a solid solution in these sys-
tems cannot be fixed upon approaching the system to
equilibrium. Thus, the question arises as to why solid-
solution domains are usually shown in equilibrium
phase diagrams when it is known that these solid solu-
tions are nonideal and, therefore, must decompose
upon approaching the system to the equilibrium?
Apparently, the concept of the existence of the solid-
solution domains in the equilibrium phase diagrams
appeared based on numerous experimental results
obtained by differential thermal and X-ray phase anal-
yses. It is well known that these methods, used rou-
tinely for constructing equilibrium phase diagrams, are
not able to reveal a stage of the decomposition process
such as cluster formation; therefore, these methods do
not make any distinction between the cluster-contain-
ing structure and the structure of homogeneous solid
solutions.

It is well known that clusters are formed at the initial
stages of the decomposition process either as a conse-
quence of the tendency of alloys to phase separation or
as a consequence of the tendency of nonstoichiometric
compositions to ordering [6]. The clusters can be inter-
mediate products of the decomposition process both on
the way to the formation of the mixture of crystals
formed by pure components (tendency to phase separa-
tion) and on the way to the formation of particles of
chemical compound AmBn in nonstoichiometric com-
positions (tendency to ordering). The clusters can also
be final products of the decomposition process arising
when the concentration of the second component in the
alloy is not sufficiently high for forming an equilibrium
phase (either the AmBn particles or a mixture of crystals
of pure components) [6]. The clusters are easily identi-
fied by structural methods (transmission electron and
field-ion microscopy); their chemical composition can
be determined by using electron energy loss spectrom-
000 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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etry in the electron microscope and also by the use of
an atomic probe. However, it is not possible to use
some separate structural data to find what tendency, to
ordering or to phase separation, is responsible for the
formation of clusters. To make a definite conclusion,
we need a comprehensive investigation, for example,
one such as that reported in [7, 8].

Here, we present several examples supporting the
fact that the solid solutions in the phase diagrams are
not equilibrium phases and decompose owing to their
tendency to phase separation. The Fe–Cr alloys are
known [9] to form a continuous sequence of solid solu-
tions within the entire range of concentrations and tem-
peratures, except those compositions which are close to
equiatomic; for these, the formation of the σ phase is
characteristic at 440–830°C. However, the precision
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Fig. 1. Iron-reach region of the iron–chromium equilibrium
phase diagram. The dot-and-dash curves indicate the lines
of the second-order phase separation–ordering phase transi-
tions [10].
electron-microscopy investigations of the structure of
Fe–(20–47)% Cr in the range of their solid solutions
show that, at 1100–1450°C and also at temperatures
below 600°C, these alloys undergo phase separation
with the formation of chromium-enriched clusters of
various morphology inside the chromium-depleted
matrix, the particles of pure chromium are also identi-
fied in these alloys at 1200–1400°C [10]. The results of
these investigations are shown in the form of a phase
diagram (Fig. 1). In this phase diagram, we also indi-
cate the lines of the second-order phase transformations
of the phase separation–ordering type. At these lines,
the tendency of the alloy to phase separation changes to
the tendency to ordering. The phase separation–order-
ing phase transitions were revealed in Fe–Cr alloys
owing to the formation of the so-called electron
domains in their structure (Fig. 2). Similar to magnetic
domains, these domains are observed employing the
defocusing technique; they are regions with electron
structure different from that of the matrix [10].

It is usually assumed that the Fe–Co alloys form a
continuous sequence of solid solutions above 730°C.
Below this temperature, B2 type ordering [9] takes
place in these alloys. Through a routine X-ray struc-
tural analysis [11], it was shown that the (110)α line
bifurcates into the (110) line of the bcc iron and the
(111) line of the fcc cobalt at a temperature above
730°C; that is, the phase separation into components
occurs in these alloys and the temperature of 730°C is
nothing but the line of the phase separation–ordering
phase transition.

Generalizing numerous experimental and theoreti-
cal results concerning the decomposition of the Fe–Ni
alloys in the Invar (30–40% Ni) range of compositions,
a certain region was found in the phase diagram where

0.1 µm
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1

1
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22

2

Fig. 2. Electron domains formed in the Fe–47% Cr alloy
after the initial thermal treatment favoring the phase-sepa-
rated structure (quenching from 1200°C, 1 hour in water)
and the subsequent thermal treatment ensuring the transfer
to the ordering region (700°C, 4 hours cooling in water).
Notation: (1) electron domains; and (2) undissolved parti-
cles of the phase-separated structures.
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the phase separation of solid solutions into clusters
enriched (50%) and depleted (25%) by nickel (Fig. 3)
[12] occurs at high temperatures.

It was shown [13] that the solid-solution domain in
the Fe–Ti phase diagram [9] is the domain where the
tendency to phase separation manifests itself at all
points. Depending on the alloy composition, this ten-
dency leads either to the tweed structure or to the mod-
ulated periodic structure. It was found that, in the
Fe−5.0% Ti alloy, for example, the titanium content in
enriched and depleted clusters differs approximately by
a factor of 10 (according to the results of atomic-probe
analysis). Similar results (the coexistence of the phase-
diagram domains where the tendency to phase separa-
tion manifests itself and those in which the tendency to
ordering takes place) were also observed in the Fe–Al,
Fe–Si, and Al–Li systems and in many nickel-based
alloys [14]. The authors of [14] considered such behav-
ior of the systems mentioned above in terms of instabil-
ity of disordered or ordered phases with respect to the
phase separation, ordering, or disordering. Such a
purely phenomenological approach beyond the frame-
work of chemical thermodynamics is not able to clarify
the true causes of the change in the chemical orienta-
tion of the components in the same system with the
variation of the composition or temperature. We
attempted to find these causes by X-ray electron spec-
troscopy. It was shown that the X-ray electron spectra
of the Fe–50% Co-alloy valence band at temperatures
below 730°C, when the tendency to ordering was
revealed, and above 730°C, when the tendency to phase
separation takes place, were different. At T > 730°C,
the shape of the X-ray electron spectrum of the valence
band becomes similar to a superposition of the valence
bands of pure iron and cobalt.

The above discussion leads us to the following con-
clusions.

The usual assumption of the existence of the
domains corresponding to equilibrium solid solution in
the equilibrium phase diagrams is not confirmed by the
structural experimental data. If we do not take into
account the highly diluted solid solutions obeying the
Henry law and the solid solutions at very high temper-
atures, at which their thermal energy is essentially
higher than the energy of a chemical bond between the
atoms of the components composing the alloy, we can
argue that the so-called domains of existence for equi-
librium solid solutions are, in fact, the regions where
Emix > 0 and that the phase separation of the alloy into
clusters and, eventually, into a mixture of crystals of
pure components occurs.

The experimental determination of deviations in the
behavior of solid solutions from the Raoult law usually
undertaken at high temperatures characterizes the state
of alloys only in the measured point of the phase dia-
DOKLADY PHYSICS      Vol. 45      No. 10      2000
gram. From these data, it is impossible to come to def-
inite conclusions concerning the sign of the deviations
within all the other regions of the phase diagram as is
often presently done.

In the phase diagrams, the coexistence of the
domains where the ordering occurs (with the following
formation of a chemical compound) with the regions
where the phase separation takes place makes it possi-
ble to consider these systems as being able to change
the sign of the chemical orientation of the components
with respect to each other depending on variations in
composition and temperature.
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Several years ago, the phenomenon of sonolumines-
cence, that is, the luminescence of gas bubbles in an
acoustic field, was discovered [1, 2]. This phenomenon
is of interest not only from the scientific point of view;
it also has a number of important applications for prac-
tice. For example, the appearance of such a direction in
chemical technology as sonochemistry is associated
with the discovery of sonoluminescence. By virtue of
the appearance of high temperatures in bubbles, the
acoustic field can initiate certain chemical reactions
which are impossible under other conditions. But the
most impressive fact is that a nuclear-fusion reaction
can be initiated in bubbles at superhigh temperatures.
Deuterium bubbles in heavy water at overcompressions
can release thermonuclear energy (“bubble nuclear
fusion”), but a routine ultrasound is not sufficient to
make this take place.

In recent years, a number of studies [3–11] were
devoted to the theoretical description of the behavior of
an individual gas bubble vibrating in a liquid under a
wave-field action provided that the pressure and tem-
perature in the gas can reach extremely high values.
The principal idea of the new approach [7], referred to
as the “basketball” mode, is the coordination of the pro-
cess of varying the pressure in a liquid with the forced
vibrations of a bubble and the use of a nonlinear reso-
nance during an aperiodic action of an external field of
a moderate-amplitude pressure. To realize this idea, we
formulated and solved the problem of spherically sym-
metric vibrations of a gas bubble in a compressible liq-
uid [8–10]. On the basis of the analytical solution
obtained, we developed an efficient computer code for
the mathematical simulation of the bubble collapse
with allowance for various dissipative mechanisms,
such as viscosity, heat conduction, radiation, ioniza-
tion, wave processes around and inside the bubble, and
heat-and-mass exchange between the bubble and the
ambient liquid under overcompressions of the bubble.

The investigation of the processes taking place in an
individual collapsing bubble is obviously an important
and necessary stage; however, the above applications
are associated with a bubble liquid, i.e., a mixture of
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carrier liquid with a large quantity of bubbles dispersed
in it.

In this study, we propose a method for processing a
limited volume of the bubble liquid by an aperiodic
moderate-amplitude wave action, as a result of which
waves arise with amplitudes exceeding that of the initi-
ating action by several orders of magnitude. This
method is illustrated by the results obtained from a
direct numerical simulation.

We consider a cylindrical volume of bubble liquid,
which has the length L bounded by solid walls and a
mobile piston (Fig. 1).

The basketball mode for the excitation of the gas–
liquid-mixture is realized by means of specifying the
following boundary condition at the piston:

where pp and vp are the pressure and velocity of the
medium at the piston. In such a situation, the waves
traveling from the piston to the wall, the waves
reflected from the wall and traveling back to the piston
reflected from it, etc. propagate in the bubble mixture.

For the numerical investigation of the problem for-
mulated, we use the model of the dynamic behavior of
a bubble liquid and the method of its computer realiza-
tion outlined in [12].

In Fig. 2, we show the time dependences for the
pressure at the piston, the piston velocity, and the gas
pressure in bubbles in the middle of the volume (x =
L/2) calculated for the case of the basketball and wave
(pp = pmax) modes of excitation of the hydrogen–gly-
cerin bubble mixture with the parameters a0 = 1 mm,

pp

pmax, v p 0≥
pmin, v p 0,<




=

Piston Rigid
wall

x

L

Bubble liquid

Fig. 1. Schematic of the piston excitation for a bubble
liquid.
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Fig. 2. Profiles of liquid and gas pressures and piston velocities for (a) basketball mode and (b) steady-state mode of bubble-liquid
excitation.

x = 0 x = 0

x = 10 cmx = 10 cm
α0 = 2%, T0 = 293 K, L = 20 cm, p0 = 105 Pa, pmax =

1.2p0 , pmin = p0 , and v∗  = , where a, α, ρ, T, and

p are the radius and volume content of the bubbles, the
density, temperature, and pressure, respectively. The
subscripts l and g denote the liquid and gas parameters,
and 0 implies the initial values of the parameters.

It can be seen (Fig. 2) that the maximum gas pres-
sure in the bubbles grows for the basketball mode of the
piston motion during each subsequent travel of a wave,
whereas for a constant pressure at the piston (a step-like
wave), the gas pressure in the bubbles tends to the pres-
sure at the piston.

Figure 2 confirms the fundamental possibility for
excitation of overcompression in a bubble mixture by
means of an aperiodic moderate-amplitude action.

The mechanical system under consideration exhib-
its a resonance. Comparing the eigenfrequencies of this
vibrating system and those of the bubble vibrations in
the mixture, it is possible to estimate the system param-
eters for which the excitation mode is resonant.

The eigenfrequency ωS of the system for the wave
excitation can be estimated as

where DS and DR are the velocities for the wave travel-
ing from the piston and the wave reflected from the
wall, respectively. Their values can be calculated in the

p0/ρl

ωS
2π
T

------, T
L

DS
------

L
DR
-------,+= =
equilibrium approximation from the formulas

where αS is the volume gas content behind the incident
wave and pR is the pressure behind the wave reflected
from the wall.

The eigenfrequency ωR of the bubble vibrations in
the mixture can be determined from the formula

where γ is the gas adiabatic index and ϕ is the correc-
tion taking into account the fact that the bubbles are not
single.

Equalizing the frequencies ωS and ωR, we can find
the resonance values of the parameters. As can be seen
from the formulas, one of the parameters (a0, α0,
L, pmax) is determined by the resonance condition from
the given values of the remaining parameters (for the
chosen liquid and gas).

In Fig. 3, we display the calculated oscillograms for
pressure in the liquid, pressure and temperature in the
gas bubbles, the radius, and the volume content of the
bubbles situated in the middle of the volume (x = L/2)
for the resonance excitation of a water–air gas–liquid

DS
pmax

α0ρl
----------, DR

pR

αSρl
-----------,= =

pR

pmax
2

p0
----------, αS

α0 p0

pmax
-----------,==

ωR
1
a
---

3γpmax

1 ϕ–( )ρl
----------------------, ϕ

1.1α0
1 3/ α0–

1 α0–
-----------------------------,= =
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Fig. 3. Profiles of liquid and gas pressures, radius, temperature, and volume concentration of bubbles in the case of the resonance
excitation.
mixture with the parameters a0 = 1 mm, α0 = 0.1%, T0 =
293 K, L = 5 cm, p0 = 0.1 MPa, and pmax = 1.5p0 . It can
be seen that, in this case, the pressure amplitude is two
orders of magnitude higher than that of the initiating
pulse, whose amplitude is only 0.05 MPa. As this takes
place, the gas temperature increases to a value higher
than 2000 K for a short time. The time dependences for
the bubble radius a, radial velocity w, and volume con-
centration α show that the amplitudes of their vibra-
tions increase with time.

The wave properties of the bubble liquid have been
relatively well studied. The behavior of shock waves
depends on the choice of carrier liquid phase (its den-
sity and viscosity), but is to a greater extent determined
by the dispersed phase, even when it is small not only
in mass, but also in volume. The gas properties in bub-
bles, their size, and the character of the interphase heat
exchange can radically influence the structure of the
shock wave.

The numerical analysis carried out showed that with
decreasing the radius of the bubbles the response of the
bubble mixture is enhanced in the resonance-excitation
mode. This fact agrees with the conclusion obtained
in [10] for an individual bubble.

Thus, we have proposed the method of the reso-
nance excitation of a bounded volume of a bubble liq-
uid by an aperiodic moderate-amplitude action, as a
result of which extremely high pressures and tempera-
DOKLADY PHYSICS      Vol. 45      No. 10      2000
tures can be achieved for a gas in bubbles. This fact is
qualitatively illustrated by the profiles of the pressure,
temperature, bubble radius, etc. calculated in terms of
the single-velocity two-temperature model with two
pressures in the bubble mixture with an incompressible
liquid phase. In order to obtain more exact quantitative
information associated with particular applications,
e.g., with the problem of bubble nuclear fusion, it is
necessary to develop more complicated models of bub-
ble liquids, which take into account various dissipative
mechanisms, such as the compressibility of the liquids,
radiation, ionization, wave processes around and inside
individual bubbles, etc.
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1. A basically new numerical–analytical method of
solving nonlinear boundary value problems for Euler–
Lagrange equations is presented. This method is based
on the application of the dependence of deficient initial
data on the interval length and the specific introduction
of a small parameter. In addition to conventional
approaches associated with the determination and
reduction of residuals of the solution (integral residuals
or those at finite points), we also propose to find and use
the residual (with respect to the argument) of an
approximate solution. Both residuals in their combina-
tion testify to the existence of the solution and define its
accuracy. Such an approach enables us to construct a
recursion algorithm with a high computational effi-
ciency, namely, simplicity, effectiveness, accelerated
(quadratic) convergence, and immunity to both mal-
functions and an accumulation of rounding-off errors.
The advantages of this approach are significant in the
case of bulk high-precision calculations of multipara-
metric problems (parametric synthesis of mechanical
systems). This method is also fairly efficient when
studying problems of the Sturm–Liouville type for
determining the eigenfrequencies and oscillation
modes of highly inhomogeneous distributed systems,
including solving generalized boundary value prob-
lems [1].

For definiteness, we consider a classical variational
problem of the form [2]

(1)

Here, F and ϕ are sufficiently smooth functions of sca-
lar arguments x, y, and z and G is an open bounded
domain. Function ϕ determines the nonlinear boundary
conditions at x = 0, l. In addition to separated boundary
conditions (1), we can deal with mixed boundary con-

F x y z, ,( ) x → miny, zd

0

l

∫ y',=

ϕ x y z, ,( )
x 0 l,= 0, y z,( ) G.∈=
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ditions. In particular, at x = 0, l, the equalities y = 0 or
z = 0 can take place, which are usually met in solving
applied problems.

Assuming that the necessary Legendre condition is
satisfied, we formulate the boundary value problem for
the Euler–Lagrange equation [2]:

(2)

The function f in (2) is considered to be sufficiently
smooth. We need to construct a set {yi(x)} of smooth
solutions and select an optimum solution to bring the
functional (1) to the minimum. Note that the functions
F, f, and ϕ may depend on the vector of the system’s
parameters and that a family of solutions should be
constructed (parametric synthesis, see Section 4). For
brevity, we present the procedure of solving the prob-
lem with the boundary conditions y(0) = y(l) = 0; sub-
sequent possible generalizations will require obvious
modification.

2. We assume that the deficient value of y'(0) = p is
known and equal to p0. It can be determined on the
basis of the variational approach by using appropriate
trial functions. We construct numerically the solution to
the Cauchy problem for system (2), y0 = Y(x, p0), z0 =
Z(x, p0), and require that (y0, z0) ∈  G together with a cer-
tain vicinity. We calculate a root (zero) of the function
Y, which is the nearest to l, and introduce a small param-
eter ε inherent in the problem

(3)

This parameter characterizes the closeness of the esti-
mate p0 to p and the accuracy of the desired solution to
the boundary value problem (2). For ε < 0 (i.e., ξ > l),
the function f is extended smoothly for l < x ≤² ξ. The
determination of the value ξ = ξ(p0) (3) is necessary for
the reliable inference of the existence of the solution. It
is calculated rather easily through the process of inte-
grating the Cauchy problem. The root ξ is considered to

y' z, z' f x y z, ,( ), 0 x l,≤ ≤= =

ϕ x y z, ,( )
x 0 l,= 0,=

f Fy' Fxz'' zFyz''––( ) F
z

2''⁄ , F
z

2'' 0, y z,( ) G.∈≠≡

ξ argmini l ξ i– , ξ i ArgxY x p0,( ),= =

ε 1 ξ l, 0 ε !1.≤⁄–=
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be nondegenerate, Z(ξ, p0) ≠ 0, indicating its uniqueness
at sufficiently small |ε| > 0. As a result of the smooth-
ness of Y and Z with respect to p0, the closeness of p0 to
p implies the smallness of parameter ε. The inverse
statement is generally incorrect because of the presence
of focal points [e.g., y'' = –(π/l)2y]. Furthermore, we
consider the general situation and assume that, in the
ε-vicinity of the point x = l, there are no focal points;
i.e., while varying p0, a similar displacement of the
point x ≈ l occurs (and vice versa). This implies that the
parameter p = p(l) strongly depends on l: the derivative
p'(l) ~ 1 with respect to the small parameter ε is
c1|ε| ≤ ² |p – p0 | ≤ ² c2|ε|, where c1, 2 > 0; the constructive
condition is contained in (5).

In addition to the initial boundary value problem (2)
for the unknown y, we consider the adjoint problem for

the sensitivity function s = . We have

(4)

Relationships (4) are variational equations for y. We
calculate the unknown quantity k using the boundary
condition for s and derive k(l) = –z(l)/u(l) under the
assumption u(l) ≠ 0. Note that the functions y, s, and u
depend on the parameter l.

Let the expression p = p0 + εlk + ε2… be the basis
for the recursion algorithm similar to the Newton’s tan-
gent method (of the first order) [3] for determining the
desired quantity p = p(l) within the required accuracy
with respect to ε. The following operations are exe-
cuted at the initial stage:

(i) the estimate p0 for the quantity p(l) = z(0) is
found;

(ii) the Cauchy problem (2) is integrated at y(0) = 0
and z(0) = p0; i.e., the functions y0(x) = Y(x, p0) and
z0(x) = Z(x, p0) are calculated;

(iii) in the calculation procedure according to (3),
the root (zero) ξ = ξ0 of the function y0(x), which is
nearest to x = l, and the small parameter ε = ε0 are deter-
mined;

(iv) the Cauchy problem (4) is integrated simulta-
neously with (2); and

(v) the estimate k0 is calculated for k(l) = p'(l): k0 =
−z0(ξ0)/u0(ξ0).

3. At the first step of the iterative algorithm, the
values of the desired quantities are refined by opera-
tions (i)–(v). Note that, in operation (i), the approxima-
tion p1 of the parameter p is determined as p1 = p0 +
ε0lk0 , where all quantities are known.

Furthermore, operations (ii)–(iv) are performed on
the basis of the refined value p1:

y∂
l∂

-----

u' w, w' f y' u f z'w,+= =

u 0( ) 0, w 0( ) 1;= =

s ku, k l( ) p' l( ), s l( ) z l( ).–= = =
The functions y1(x) = Y(x, p1) and z1(x) = Z(x, p1) are
calculated.

The root ξ1 of the function y1(x) is determined in the

-vicinity of x = l, and the parameter ε1 = 1 – ξ1/l is
calculated.

Function u1(x) is found simultaneously with y1.

The refined estimate k1 = –z1(ξ1)/u1(ξ1) is calculated.

Subsequent iterations are then performed by induc-
tion and approximations of arbitrarily high orders are
determined. Indeed, according to (i)–(v), on the basis of
values of the nth approximation, namely, pn, ξn, εn, kn,
and yn(x), zn(x), un(x)), we derive the solution of the (n +
1)th approximation:

(5)

Here, Y(x, pn + 1), Z(x, pn + 1), and U(x, pn + 1) are
obtained as a result of the simultaneous solving of
Cauchy problem (2), (4) under the conditions y(0) =
u(0) = 0, z(0) = pn + 1, and w(0) = 1.

Next, we estimate the rate of the convergence of
algorithm (5). We assume that the estimate p0 is close
to the exact value p(l) = z(0) and the initial parameter ε
(3) is sufficiently small. Then, using methods of the
perturbation theory, we can prove that for pn, the ine-
qualities c1|εn| ≤ |p – pn| ≤ c2|εn| are valid (c1, 2 > 0, n =
0, 1, 2, …). For the small parameter εn, we obtain the

estimate |εn| ≤ d  ≤ d–1(dε)θ(n), where θ(n) = 2n

(n ≥ 1). This estimate corresponds to the accelerated
convergence of the algorithm for a sufficiently small
|ε| > 0. The constants c1, 2 and d are determined con-
structively on the basis of the method of successive
approximations and estimates for z and s. The functions
yn(x), zn(x), and un(x) converge with an increased rate to
the desired solution to problems (2) and (4) over the
uniform metric for all x within the range 0 ≤ x ≤ l.

The proof of the existence and uniqueness of the
desired solution (y(x), z(x)) ∈  G and the estimate of the
radius of convergence for the parameter ε are carried
out by methods of the perturbation theory on the basis
of the Schauder–Banach theorems for the compression
operator [3]. For this purpose, the initial boundary
value problem (2), containing no small parameters in
the explicit form, is reduced to the standard-type per-

ε0
2

pn 1+ pn εnlkn,+=

ξn 1+ argmin l ArgxY x pn 1+,( ) ,–=

εn 1+ 1 ξn 1+ l,⁄–=

kn 1+ zn 1+ ξn 1+( ) un 1+ ξn 1+( ),⁄–=

zn 1+ ξn 1+( ) 0, un 1+ ξn 1+( ) 0;≠≠
yn 1+ x( ) Y x pn 1+,( ), zn 1+ x( ) Z x pn 1+,( ),= =

un 1+ x( ) U x pn 1+,( ).=

εn 1–
2
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turbed problem by transforming the argument in the
spirit of the Lyapunov–Poincaré approach [4, 5]:

(6)

Here, the value ξ = ξ0 is fixed according to (3) and ε is
a small parameter. Assuming ε = 0, we arrive at an
unperturbed boundary value problem with the known
solution η0 = Y(θ, p0). Substituting η = η0 + δη, δη ~ ε
and performing identical transformations, we reduce
problem (6) to the quasi-linear form. The unknown
quantity δη is constructed by successive approxima-
tions in terms of powers of ε, the algorithm of the solu-
tion being substantiated in a standard manner [5]. How-
ever, this approach is inefficient for numerical calcula-
tion because of the comparatively slow convergence
(εn ~ εn). A more significant difficulty is associated with
the rapid complicating of derived expressions and accu-
mulating of rounding-off errors with increasing the
iteration number. Such drawbacks are almost absent in
the recursion algorithm (5) presented above. This algo-
rithm converges very rapidly, and only parameter p(l)
needs to be corrected. All defining equations and func-
tions have the same form, and they do not become more
complicated.

The computational practice confirms the high effi-
ciency of the accelerated-convergence algorithm. For
example, at ε ~ 0.1–0.01, the relative error 10–N (N =
4−8) is attained in two to three iterations: n ≈ 1.4 lnN ≈
2–3. The shooting method and the method of succes-
sive approximations require, respectively, n ≈ 3.3N ≈
13–26 and N ≈ 4–8 iterations (without the difficulties
mentioned above). The applicability of the quasi-lin-
earization method [3, 6] is hindered in the presence of
internal focal points and envelopes of the trajectory
family; this method is substantiated for a short interval
of changing the argument (property of the monotonic-
ity [3, 6], see Section 4.1).

4. We now consider examples of particular signifi-
cance.

4.1. Problem (2) at f = α exp(βy), where α, β =
const > 0, is of interest for its relevance in magnetic

hydrodynamics [3, 6]. By substitutions  = x and
( ) = βy(x), we reduce this problem to the case of

α = β = 1. The equation is integrated analytically. Then
the system of two transcendental equations with respect
to p (or ω) and δ needs to be solved:

(7)

Parameter ω can be found from (7) numerically or

graphically, and the desired quantity p(l) ∈  [– , 0] is

η' ζ , ζ' 1 ε–( ) 2– f 1 ε–( ) 1– θ η 1 ε–( )ζ ),, ,(= =

η 0( ) η ξ( ) 0;= =

θ ξ x l⁄ , 0 θ ξ , y x( ) η θ ε,( ).≡≤ ≤=

x
*

αβ
y

*
x

*

exp y 2⁄–( ) 2ω( ) 1– ωx δ+( ),cos=

l 2 ω⁄( ) 2ω, parccos 2 1 2⁄ ω2–( )1/2
.–= =

2
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expressed in terms of ω(l). We use algorithm (5) for l = 1,
taking a rough estimate p0 = –0.37 [the exact estimate
is p(1) = –0.4636] from the variational principle for the
trial function y0 = –0.12sinπx; the parameter ε0 is ~0.2.
The second iteration yields the solution with a residual
of 10–7; the convergence and accuracy of computations
for other l ~ 1 are almost the same.

4.2. We consider variational problems of mechanics
which satisfy the Fermat principle (brachistochrone
[2], sound channel [7], etc.). In (1), we have F = (1 +
z2)1/2/v(x, y), where the velocity v > 0 is determined by
the force field or properties of the medium. For the
practically important case v(y), y(x0, f) = y0, f, we obtain
the solution in the form of an improper quadrature:

(8)

The dependence of x on y is ambiguous; the unknown
variable c should be determined, which is, to a certain
extent, computationally difficult. Moreover, limitations
are often imposed on the trajectory, e.g., y(x) ≥ 0.
Therefore, the explicit formula (8) is the “apparent”
solution, so that the use of algorithm (3)–(5) is a sim-
pler operation. For the function v = v0(1 + ay), the
curve y(x) is the arc of a circle with the center on the
abscissa axis, which is shifted by –a–1 [6]. For x0 = 0,
xf = 1, we derive p = p(y0, y f, a); more specifically,
p(0, 0, a) = a/2. For the test values a = 1 and p0 = 0.45
(the exact value of p is 0.5), the first iteration yields the
residual |p − p1| = O(10–7); a similar calculation accu-
racy is attained after the first iteration for other values
of the parameters a and y0, f.

4.3. Next, we examine the plane problem for a flow
of viscous fluid in a confuser (Hamel problem [8]). This
problem admits variational formulation (1) under addi-
tional isoperimetric conditions of the constant fluid

x x0– c2 v 2– s( )[ ] 1/2–
v s( ) s, y x f( )d

y
0

y

∫± y f .= =

8

6

4

2
0 5 10

5 + 0.1λ

p

Re

Velocity gradient p and its derivative λ at confuser walls as
functions of the Reynolds number.
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flow rate. The boundary value problem is reduced to the
form

(9)

where Vr(θ, r) is the radial velocity; θ is the polar angle,
Q > 0, r > 0; 2β is the angle between the confuser walls;
a = 4β; b = 2βRe; and Re is the Reynolds number.
Equations (9) are integrated in elliptic functions; the
roots of a system of two transcendental equations with
respect to the gradient p = y'(0) and the Lagrange factor
λ = y"(0) should be determined. At present, the results
of studies for two limiting cases Re ! 1 and Re @ 1 are
known [8], the satisfactory accuracy being attained at
b ~ 103–104 (i.e., Re ~ 104–105). Time-consuming cal-
culations are required for the practically important
moderate numbers Re ~ 1–102. This is why numerical
results are insufficiently represented in the literature.

The technique developed makes it possible to obtain
a high-precision solution with a residual of 10–6 to 10–7

for the Reynolds numbers indicated above. Shown in
the figure for β = 1 are the quantities p(Re) and λ(Re),
which determine the desired functions y(x, Re) and
q(x, Re) as the solution to the Cauchy problem (9). It
follows from the calculations (and this is consistent
with concepts of mechanics) that the velocity gradient
near confuser walls p = y'(0) = |y'(1) | increases,

y'' a2y by2–+ λ , y 0( ) y 1( ) 0,= = =

y x( ) 2βV θ( ), x≡ 1 2 θ β+( )⁄ ,=

q' y 1, q 0( )– q 1( ) 0;= = =

Vr θ r,( ) QV θ( ) r⁄ , Q– const,= =
whereas the velocity at the confuser axis (x = 1/2)
decreases, with increasing Re.
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It is well known that the theory of synthesis of
mechanisms was founded by P.L. Chebyshev, who for-
mulated and solved the problem of designing such
machines whose particular points execute a priori
given motions. Among such devices, we may recall, for
example, mechanisms with stoppings of certain links in
prescribed positions. We generalize this Chebyshev
problem by requiring the motions of certain points of a
mechanism to be the solutions to given differential
equations of the nth order (n ≥ 0). We assume that the
mechanism is supplied by control forces whose number
is equal to the number of equations involved. In [1−4],
the authors proposed using the generalized principle of
least constraint in the case of equations of the nth order
(n ≥ 3). However, it has been found that this approach
can lead to paradoxical results [5, 6]. In this study, we
use a new approach to the generalized Chebyshev prob-
lem. The approach is based on composing a closed set
of differential equations with respect to the generalized
coordinates and control forces. The consideration
begins with the case of n ≥ 3.

1. Formulation of the problem. Let the motion of
a mechanical system under the action of the given gen-
eralized forces Qσ be described in the generalized coor-
dinates qσ by the Lagrangian equations of the second
kind:

(1)

where M is the mass of the entire system. Henceforth,
we assume that the summation is performed over the
repeated subscripts.

We need to determine what time-dependent forces
Rσ should be added to the forces Qσ in order for the mo-

d
dt
----- ∂T

∂q̇σ-------- ∂T

∂qσ--------– Qσ, T
M
2
-----gαβq̇α q̇β,= =

σ 1 2 …  s , α β,, ,  0 2 … s , , , , = =

q0 t, q̇0 1,= =
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tion to satisfy the following set of differential equa-
tions:

(2)

In the formulation of such a problem, attributes for
both direct and inverse problems of dynamics are
present. In fact, on one hand, the motion of the system
can be found for the known forces Qσ. On the other
hand, the supplementary forces Rσ providing a motion
for which Eq. (2) is fulfilled are sought as functions of
time. For this reason, S.S. Grigoryan has proposed to
call the formulated problem the mixed problem of
dynamics. The application of the forces Rσ(t) is realized
owing to the control forces Λκ(t). For t = t0, we have

(3)

Let the forces Rσ and Λκ be related by the expres-
sions

with motion within the range t0 ≤ t ≤
 

  
 

such that
 

(4)

 

Here, 

 

g

 

στ

 

 are elements of the matrix reciprocal with
respect to the matrix having elements 

 

g

 

στ

 

.
We can show that, under the assumptions made and

according to the initial data,

 

(5)

 

given that we can unambiguously find, in the indicated
interval of time, such forces 

 

Λ

 

κ

 

(

 

t

 

)

 

 (

 

κ

 

 = 1, 2, …, 

 

k

 

) for
which the motion satisfies equations (2).

f n
κ anσ

κ t q q̇ …  q  , , , ,( ) q σ an0
κ t q q̇ …  q  , , , ,( )+≡  = 0,

(n – 1) (n) (n – 1)

σ 1 2 … s, κ, , , 1 2 …  k , , ,  = =

k s, n 3.≥≤

Λκ t0( ) Λκ
0 ,=

Λ̇κ t0( ) Λ̇κ
0
,  … ,=   Λ κ t 0 ( )   Λ κ 

0 ,= 
κ

 

1 2

 
…

 

k

 

.

 
, , ,

 

=

 

(

 

n

 

 – 3) (

 

n

 

 – 3)

Rσ t( ) Λκ t( )bσ
κ t q q̇, ,( ),=

σ 1 2 … s, κ, , , 1 2 … k,, , ,= =

t
*

det anσ
µ bτ

κgστ[ ] 0, σ τ,≠ 1 2 … s,, , ,=

κ µ, 1 2 … k., , ,=

qσ t0( ) q0
σ, q̇σ t0( ) q̇0

σ, σ 1 2 … s, ,, ,= = =
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Adding the forces Rσ to the forces Qσ and intro-
ducing a tangent space makes it possible to write out
the set of Eqs. (1) in the form of a single vector equa-
tion [5]:

(6)

in which

(7)

Here, eσ and eσ are the vectors of the principal basis and
the mutual basis of the tangent space, respectively.

2. Composing a close set of differential equations
with respect to the functions qs(t) and Lk(t). It fol-
lows from expressions (6) and (7) that

(8)

Initially, we consider the case with n = 3. Using for-
mulas (7) and taking into account that

we write out the set of Eqs. (2) in the vector form:

(9)

Differentiating Eq. (6) with respect to time, we
obtain

(10)

where

MW Y Λκbκ , κ+ 1 2 … k,, , ,= =

Y Qσeσ, bκ bσ
κ eσ,= =

W gστ q̇̇
τ Γσ αβ, q̇α q̇β+( )eσ q̇̇σ Γαβ

σ q̇α q̇β+( )eσ,= =

Γαβ
σ gστΓτ αβ,

1
2
---gστ ∂gτβ

∂qα----------
∂gτα

∂qβ----------
∂gαβ

∂qτ-----------–+ 
  ,= =

σ τ, 1 2,… s, α β,,, 0 1 … s,  κ 1 2 … k . , , , = , , ,  = =

q̇̇σ F2
σ t q q̇ Λ, , ,( ),=

F2
σ –Γαβ

σ q̇α q̇β Qτ Λκbτ
κ+( )gστ

M
-------,+=

σ τ, 1 2,… s, α β,,, 0 1 … s,  κ 1 2 … k . , , , = , , ,  = =

ėτ Γτα
α q̇αeσ, σ τ, 1 2 … s,, , ,= =

α 0 1 … s, , ,=

a3
κ Ẇ⋅ χ3

κ t q q̇ q̇̇, , ,( ), a3
κ a3σ

κ eσ,= =

χ3
κ a30

κ a3σ
κ d

dt
----- Γαβ

σ q̇α q̇β( )
+–=

---+ q̇̇τ Γαβ
τ q̇α q̇β+( )Γτα

σ q̇α

 ,

σ τ, 1 2,… s, α β,,, 0 1 … s,  κ 1 2 … k . , , , = , , ,  = =

MẆ Ẏ Λ̇κbκ Λκ ḃ
κ
,+ +=

Ẏ Q̇τ QσΓτα
σ q̇α–( )eτ ,=

ḃ
κ

ḃτ
κ

bσ
κ Γτα

σ q̇α–( )eτ ,=

σ τ, 1 2, … s, α,, 0 1 … s, κ 1 2 … k., , ,=, , ,= =
 

Taking the scalar product of Eq. (10) and the vectors

, we find, with allowance for expressions (9),

By assumption, condition (4) is considered to be ful-
filled. Hence, it follows that

 

(11)

 

Here,  are the elements of the matrix reciprocal

with respect to the matrix having elements . Formu-

las (8) allow us to exclude the derivatives  from the

functions  and  and to present the right-hand
sides of equations (11) in the form

 

(12)

 

For an arbitrary 

 

n

 

, there appear the functions 

and , from which the exclusion of the derivatives

 

, …, 

 

 is required. From expressions (8), it fol-
lows that

 

(13)

 

Formulas (8) make it possible to eliminate the deriva-

tives 

 

 

 

from expressions (13) and write them out in the
form

Using a similar line of reasoning, we obtain

Thus, we have, in the general case,

 

(14)

 

A specific example of these equations is set (12).
Equations (8) and (14) form the set of equations

closed with respect to the functions 
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σ
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t
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Λ

 

κ

 

(

 

t

 

)

 

. For

a3
µ

Λ̇κh3
κµ B3

µ t q q̇ q̇̇ Λ, , , ,( ),=

B3
µ Mχ3

µ Ẏ a3
µ Λκ ḃ

κ
a3

µ,⋅–⋅–=

h3
κµ a3

µ bκ⋅ a3σ
µ bτ

κgστ ,= =

σ τ, 1 2 … s, κ µ,, , , 1 2 … k., , ,= =

Λ̇κ hκµ
3 t q q̇ q̇̇, , ,( )B3

µ t q q̇ q̇̇ Λ, , , ,( ),=

κ µ, 1 2 … k., , ,=

hκµ
3

h3
κµ

q̇̇σ

hκµ
3 B3

µ

Λ̇κ Cκ
3 t q q̇ Λ, , ,( ), κ 1 2 … k., , ,= =

hκµ
n

Bn
µ

q̇̇σ qσ
(n – 1)

q̇̇̇ σ ∂F2
σ

∂t
---------

∂F2
σ

∂qτ---------q̇τ ∂F2
σ

∂q̇τ--------- q̇̇τ ∂F2
σ

∂Λκ
---------Λ̇κ ,+ + +=

σ τ, 1 2 … s, κ, , , 1 2 … k., , ,= =

q̇̇τ

q̇̇̇ σ F3
σ t q q̇ Λ Λ̇, , , ,( ), σ 1 2 … s., , ,= =

qσ Fn 1–
σ t q q̇ Λ Λ̇ …  Λ   , , , , , ,( ),=

σ 1 2 … s., , ,=

(n – 1) (n – 3)

Λκ Cκ
n t q q̇ Λ Λ̇ …  Λ   , , , , , ,( ),=

κ 1 2 … k, n 3.≥, , ,=

(n – 2) (n – 3)
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initial data (3) and (5), this set has a unique solution
which proves the statement.

Note that if the differential equation which the
motion must obey depends nonlinearly on higher deriv-

atives , then, differentiating this equation with
respect to time, we arrive at an equation depending lin-

early on the derivatives . Consequently, the theory
proposed can also be used for cases of nonlinear con-
straints of highest orders.

3. Mixed problem of dynamics and the principle
of least constraint. The solution constructed for the
mixed problem of dynamics depends substantially on
the set of vectors bκ over which the desired force R(t)
is decomposed. We consider a particular case when the

coefficients  in Eq. (2) are the functions of only the

variables t, q, . In this case, it follows from Eqs. (9)
that

(15)

For fixed values of the variables t, q, and , this system
of equations in the acceleration space W presets the set
of accelerations W, which is admitted by Eqs. (2) at
n = 3. This set represents the (s – k)-dimensional plane
in the acceleration space for both n = 3 and arbitrary n.
To fulfill the program of motion (2), the end of the vec-
tor W must lie in this plane. As follows from Eq. (6),
the vector W can be obtained by adding the desired

vector  to the vector . If the control is such that

bκ = , κ = 1, 2, …, k, and k < s, the modulus of the

vector  is equal to the shortest distance between

the point  and the given plane. Thus, for  = ,

σ = 1, 2, …, s, κ = 1, 2, …, k, and k < s control is real-
ized in accordance with the principle of least constraint
according to which measure of constraint must be least
in the case under study:

qσ
(n – 1)

qσ
(n)

anσ
κ

q̇

a3
κ W⋅ a3

κ W
t t0= χ3

κ ȧ3
κ W⋅+( ) t,d

t0

t

∫+⋅=

κ 1 2 … k., , ,=

q̇

Λκbκ

M
------------ Y

M
-----

an
κ

Λκbκ

M
------------

Y
M
----- bσ

κ anσ
κ

Zg
τ4

4
----M W Y

M
-----– 

  2

.=
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Here, τ is the infinitely small time interval entering into
the formulation of this principle.

We now consider the case when the equations for
the motion program are given in the form of a set of dif-
ferential equations of the zero, first, and second orders;
in the last case, they are linearly dependent on acceler-
ation. Differentiating these equations three times, two
times, or one time, respectively, we arrive at a set of
equations which can be written in form (2) for n = 3. In
this case, the right-hand sides of Eqs. (15) can be rep-
resented in the form of functions of the variables t, q,
and  [5]. Therefore, the components Λκ of the vector

 connecting the point  with the (s – k)-dimen-

sional plane given by Eqs. (15) can also be found as
functions of the same variables. Consequently, having
given initial data (5) coordinated with the program of

motion, we can also determine the initial values  of
the control forces.

Thus, the set of Eqs. (8) and (12) can also be used
for determining the control forces Λκ(t) in the case
when the program of motion is given in the form of
constraint equations on the order of n < 3. The control
for which the principle of least constraint holds true we
refer to as perfect. Note that this definition of the per-
fect control for constraints on the order of n < 3 can be
written in the form of the d’Alembert–Lagrange princi-
ple [5].
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To separate out classes of solutions to systems of
differential equations, Yanenko [1, 2] proposed the
method of differential constraints, providing an oppor-
tunity to find gradient-type relations involving the
desired functions while being consistent with the initial
system. He demonstrated that this approach can be used
to construct and justify the closure procedure for
moment equations in the theory of turbulence.

The available models of turbulence using the sec-
ond-order closure (for example, the K–e model) include
gradient-type parameterizations of the third moments,
which are based on a phenomenological approach.
When turbulent pulsations in a flow are highly anisotro-
pic (for example, in a stratified flow), these models turn
out to be insufficient and the models involving the clo-
sure of higher order are used. The method of closure of
higher-order moments, which ensures physically rea-
sonable (satisfying the Schwartz inequality) behavior
of statistical moments of turbulent pulsations, is formu-
lated in [3]. Its efficiency for different types of turbulent
flows is also shown. This method includes obtaining
approximate algebraic parameterizations for higher-
order moments. We note that no rigorous justification
of the proposed approach can be found in the literature.
This problem is discussed in the present paper. Discus-
sion is based on the classical problem of the theory of
free turbulent flows concerning the development of a
shear-free mixing layer.

In this paper, we prove the existence of a parametric
family of self-similar solutions and determine the dif-
ferential constraints for the formulated approximate
model with the third-order closure for the shear-free
mixing layer. It is established that the algebraic expres-
sion for triple correlations (the differential constraint of
the model) coincides with the tensor invariant model
obtained in [4].

1. Model of turbulent transfer in the mixing
layer. The following system of averaged equations is

Institute of Computer Science, Siberian Division, 
Russian Academy of Sciences, pr. Akademika Lavrent’eva 6,
Novosibirsk, 600090 Russia
1028-3358/00/4510- $20.00 © 20550
used to describe a shear-free mixing layer between
flows having different scales of turbulence:

Without shear of the average velocity, the horizontal
components are assumed to be equal and eh = (〈u2〉  +
〈v2〉)/2. According to our notation, w is the fluctuation
of the vertical velocity component, 〈w2〉  is the second-
order single-point correlation of the fluctuations of the
vertical velocity component, τ = E/e is the time scale of
turbulence, E is the kinetic energy of turbulence, e is the
spectral flux of the kinetic energy in the turbulent flow,
β = 1/Θ is the coefficient of volume expansion, Θ and
θ are the average and fluctuating potential tempera-
tures, g is the acceleration of gravity, c with subscripts
are the coefficients of the model, and the angular brack-
ets 〈 ·〉 denote averaging. The system is supplemented
by the transport equation for triple correlation of verti-
cal velocity fluctuations

For the forth-order cumulant C, the triple correlation
〈w2θ〉 and the vertical heat flux 〈wθ〉 algebraic parame-
terizations are written as [5]

∂eh

∂t
--------

∂ ehw〈 〉
∂z

------------------
c1

τ
---- eh

2
3
---E–

2
3
---e,–––=

∂e
∂t
-----

z∂
∂

cdτ w2〈 〉 ∂e
∂z
-----

ce1

τ
------βg wθ〈 〉 ce2

e
τ
--,–+=

∂ w2〈 〉
∂t

--------------- ∂ w3〈 〉
∂z

---------------– 2βg wθ〈 〉+=

–
c1

τ
---- w2〈 〉 2

3
---E–

2
3
---e.–

∂ w3〈 〉
∂t

--------------- –
∂C
∂z
------- 3 w2〈 〉 ∂ w2〈 〉

∂z
---------------–=

+ 3βg w2θ〈 〉 c2
w3〈 〉
τ

-----------.–

C
τ
c3
---- 6 w3〈 〉 ∂ w2〈 〉

∂z
--------------- 4 w2〈 〉 ∂ w3〈 〉

∂z
---------------+ ,–=
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where r = τ/τθ, τθ is the time scale for the fluctuating
component of the potential temperature and N is the
Brunt–Väisälä frequency. In the approximation of bal-
ance between the exchange mechanism and dissipation,
the equation for the kinetic energy of turbulence in the
horizontal direction is reduced to the following alge-
braic equation:

As a result,

Using the expressions derived for an unstratified fluid,
we can rewrite the equations as follows:

The second term is dominant in the model of cumulant
C [5]. Thus, the model equations take the form

(1.1)

w2θ〈 〉 τ
c4
---- w3〈 〉 ∂Θ

∂z
------- 2βg wθ2〈 〉– ,–=

wθ2〈 〉 τ
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∂z
--------------,–=

wθ〈 〉 τ
cθ1

------ w2〈 〉 ∂Θ
∂z
------- τ N2

βgcθ1

------------- w2〈 〉 ,–≡–=

N2 βg
∂Θ
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-------,=

θ2〈 〉 τ
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-------–

τ N2
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(1.2)

(1.3)

2. Nonlinear eigenvalue problem. Self-similar
variables should be chosen taking into account that a
midpoint of the profile, for instance, z0, shifts toward
less intense turbulence with the growth of t. This fea-
ture of the process and the imperfect self-similarity [6]
of the problem under consideration imply that distribu-
tions of the turbulence energy, of second- and third-
order correlations of longitudinal velocity fluctuations,
and the characteristic half-width L take the form [7]

(2.1)

where m, d, λ, and λi are positive quantities and param-
eters µ and ν should be determined simultaneously with
f, h, and q. Considering a nonlinear eigenvalue problem
for profiles f, h, and q, we choose the Dirichlet bound-
ary conditions. The system of equations is reduced to
the form free of independent variable ξ, and the order
of the equations decreases. The complete analysis of
behavior of integral curves corresponding to the
derived system is rather complicated. For the simpler
K–e model, this problem was partly solved in [8].

3. Existence of a self-similar solution. Solutions to
the nonlinear eigenvalue problem are sought as steady
states of a certain evolutionary system. We shall start to
derive it from the analysis of  = 〈w2〉/e. Calculating the
derivative with respect to variable t, we find
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Thus, the equation for  takes the form

Parameters of the model (α, κ, γ, δ, and ρ) are positive
constants which are combinations of constants of
model (1.1)–(1.3). Taking into account the structure of
(2.1), we introduce the following self-similar process-
ing [9] of 〈w2〉 , 〈w3〉 , e, and :

where, without loss of generality, d, m, λ, and λi are set
equal to unity and θ = ln(t + t0) is the new evolutionary
variable. This leads to the following system of equa-
tions for u, w, and χ:

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

The equation for  has the form

(3.4)

Steady states of system (3.1)–(3.3) are determined by
solutions to the corresponding system of nonlinear
ordinary differential equations.

Taking into account (3.4), we find from (3.1)–(3.3)
that the functions us(ξ), ws(ξ), and χs(ξ) satisfying the
relationships

(3.5)

τ̃

∂τ̃
∂t
----- δ w2〈 〉 τ̃ ∂2τ̃

∂z2
--------

τ̃
w2〈 〉

----------- ∂ w3〈 〉
∂z

---------------–=

+ δτ̃ w2〈 〉 ∂2 w2〈 〉
∂z2

----------------- δτ̃ ∂ w2〈 〉
∂z

--------------- 
 

2

α– ρ.++

τ̃

ϖ ξ θ,( ) t t0+( )2µ w2 z t,( )〈 〉 ,=

χ ξ θ,( ) t t0+( )3µ w3 z t,( )〈 〉 ,=

u ξ θ,( ) t t0+( )2µ 1+
e z t,( ),=

w ξ θ,( ) t t0+( ) 1– τ̃ z t,( ),=

∂u
∂θ
------ δ ξ∂

∂
w2u

∂u
∂ξ
------ 

  1 µ–( ) ξ 1+( )∂u
∂ξ
------+=

+ 2µ 1+( )u ρ u
w
----,–

∂w
∂θ
------- δϖw

∂2w

∂ξ2
--------- 1 µ–( ) ξ 1+( )∂w

∂ξ
-------+=

–
w
ϖ
---- ∂χ

∂ξ
------ δϖw

∂2ϖ
∂ξ2
--------- δw

∂ϖ
∂ξ
------- 

 
2

+ + w– α– ρ,+

∂χ
∂θ
------ κ ξ∂

∂
w2u

∂χ
∂ξ
------ 

  3ϖ∂ϖ
∂ξ
-------–=

+ 1 µ–( ) ξ 1+( )∂χ
∂ξ
------ γχ

w
---- 3µχ .+–

ϖ

∂ϖ
∂θ
------- –

∂χ
∂ξ
------ 1 µ–( ) ξ 1+( )ϖξ 2µϖ αu.–+ +=

ws
ρ

2µ 1+
---------------- ρ α , µ–≡ α

2 ρ α–( )
---------------------,= =
                                 

(3.6)

(3.7)

are steady states of (3.1)–(3.3) at

(3.8)

Starting from the formulation of the problem, we
find for us that

(3.9)

where .

Numerical methods were used in [10] to solve the
Cauchy problem for Eq. (3.6). At zero boundary condi-
tions, equations of such a form were studied in [11] in
connection to self-similar solutions to the equation of
motion for gas (liquid) in a porous medium. The analy-
sis carried out for integral curves of the equation also
demonstrates the existence of the solutions belonging
to the class of positive functions. We shall analyze this
class of solutions in detail for the boundary-value prob-
lem (3.6), (3.9). The following theorem is valid:

Theorem 3.1. For any positive finite numbers a–
and a+ (a– ≤ a+), there exists a value of parameter t0
such that the boundary-value problem (3.6), (3.9) has a
unique positive monotonically increasing solution.

Having determined us, we calculate ea according to
the formula

and for , we have

To determine , we use expression (3.7), which
yields

(3.10)

The calculations, which take into account (3.8) and the
above-formulated assumptions for d, m, λ, and λi, show

that the differential equation for  is satisfied iden-
tically.

Theorem 3.2. Let ρ – γ > 0 and conditions (3.8) for
parameters of the model hold. Then, there exists a self-

similar solution , , ea to system (1.1)–(1.3)

such that  satisfies the algebraic model (3.10).

Remark 3.1. Relation (3.10) coincides with the ten-
sor-invariant model obtained in [4].

δ ws
2ususξ( )ξ 1 µ–( ) ξ 1+( )usξ+ 0,=

χs δwsϖϖξ ,–=

κ δ, δ 3
ρ γ–
------------, γ 3

2
---α , ρ γ 0.>–= = =

us ∞–( ) a–t0
2µ 1+ , us +∞( ) a+t0

2µ 1+ ,= =

a± e z 0,( ), a±
z ∞±→
lim 0.>=

ea z t,( )
us ξ( )

t t0+( )2µ 1+
---------------------------;=

wa
2〈 〉

wa
2〈 〉 eav ρ α–( ) t t0+( )ea.= =

wa
3〈 〉

wa
3〈 〉 δτ̃ wa

2〈 〉 wa
2〈 〉 ξ , τ̃– ρ α–( ) t t0+( ).= =

wa
3〈 〉

wa
2〈 〉 wa

3〈 〉

wa
3〈 〉
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Let us consider the equation

(3.11)

written in variables (z, t). We then supplement two dif-
ferential constraints z = 0 and (3.11) into system
(1.1)–(1.3). This leads to an overdetermined system
which has a solution concordant with Theorem 3.2. In

other words, the self-similar solution , , ea is
a particular solution to the overdetermined system,
whereas algebraic relationship (3.10) is interpreted in
the framework of the method of differential constraints.
The method of differential constraints [2] can be
applied to separate out other classes of solutions and to
derive algebraic relationships useful for numerical sim-
ulations of statistical characteristics.
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w3〈 〉 z δτ̃ w2〈 〉 w2〈 〉 zz δτ̃ w2〈 〉 z
2

––=

τ̃

wa
2〈 〉 wa

3〈 〉
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In this study, we apply the semi-inverse method for
solving static problems of nonlinear elasticity theory.
Under the semi-inverse method, we understand proce-
dures of constructing such particular solutions for
which the initial set of equations is reduced to equa-
tions with a smaller number of independent variables.
The semi-inverse solutions to static and quasistatic
problems related to large strains of continuum, which
involve unknown functions of only one spatial variable,
were constructed in [1, 2]. Below, we find several two-
parametric families for final strains of an isotropic elas-
tic body for which the set of three-dimensional equa-
tions of equilibrium is reduced to a set with two inde-
pendent variables. The semi-inverse solutions obtained
make it possible to reduce to two-dimensional bound-
ary value problems a number of spatial problems in
nonlinear elasticity theory for the bending and torsion
of prismatic bodies, as well as for curved bars having
the shape of a sector of an axisymmetric body.

In the absence of mass forces, the set of equations of
the elastostatics for an isotropic homogeneous body
involves the equilibrium equations for the Piola stress
tensor D [3],

divD = 0, (1)

the equations of state

(2)

and the geometrical relationships

(3)

In (1)–(3), C is the strain gradient; Xk, k = 1, 2, 3, are
the Cartesian coordinates of particles of the deformed
body (Euler coordinates) and G is the Cauchy strain

D a0E a1G a 1– G 1–+ +( ) C,⋅=

am am I1 I2 I3, ,( ),=

m 1 0 1; I1, ,– trG,= =

I2
1
2
--- tr G2 trG2–( ), I3 detG= =

G C CÚ, C⋅ gradR, R Xkik.= = =

Rostov State University, pr. Stachki 194, 
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1028-3358/00/4510- $20.00 © 20554
measure; I1, I2 , and I3 are the invariants of the tensor G;
am are certain functions of the invariants; ik are the unit
vectors of the coordinates; E is the unit tensor; and div
and grad are the divergence operator and gradient oper-
ator in the Lagrangian coordinates. Furthermore, we
use for these coordinates the Cartesian coordinates xs,
x = 1, 2, 3 for the body reference configuration and also
the circular cylindrical coordinates r, ϕ, and z, which
are connected with the Cartesian coordinates by the
relationships

Set (1)–(3) can be easily reduced to a set of three
scalar nonlinear equations with unknown functions X1,
X2, X3 and independent variables x1, x2, x3. Below, we
deal with the particular solutions to the set of Eqs. (1)–(3)
containing unknown functions of only two Lagrangian
coordinates. Each of these solutions represents a two-
parametric family of strains described by the function
Xk = Xk(x1, x2, x3) or Xk = Xk(r, ϕ, z).

The first family is

(4)

The family of strains (4), which was presented pre-
viously in [4] in the other form, describes the torsion
and tension of a prismatic (cylindrical) body with the
generatrix parallel to the x3-axis. As a particular case
(ψ = 0), formulas (4) contain the combination of the
generalized plane strain and antiplane strain. The strain
gradient corresponding to transformation (4) has the
form (α, β = 1, 2)

(5)

.

x1 r ϕ , x2cos r ϕ , x3sin z.= = =

X1 u1 x1 x2,( ) ψx3 u2 x1 x2,( ) ψx3,sin–cos=

X2 u1 x1 x2,( ) ψx3 u2 x1 x2,( ) ψx3,cos+sin=

X3 λ x3 w x1 x2,( ), λ ψ,+ const.= =

C
∂Xk

∂xs

---------isik

∂uβ

∂xα
--------iαeβ

∂w
∂xα
--------iαe3+= =

– ψu2i3e1 ψu1i3e2 λ i3e3,+ +

e1 i1 ψx3 i2 ψx3,sin+cos=

e2 i1 ψx3 i2 ψx3, e3cos+sin– i3= =
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Since the vectors e1, e2, and e3 form an orthonormal-
ized basis, the Cauchy strain measure G is independent
of the x3-coordinate. On the basis of (2) and (5), we
conclude that the Piola stress tensor is represented as

(6)

where the components Dsk are independent of x3 and
satisfy the equations of equilibrium,

(7)

which follow from (1) and (6).
Since the values Dsk are expressed in terms of the

functions u1, u2, and w, relationships (7) represent the
set of three equations with respect to the three functions
of two variables. Thus, expressions (4) satisfy initial
equilibrium Eqs. (1)–(3) with three independent vari-
ables, x1, x2, and x3 if and only if the two-variable func-
tions u1, u2, and w satisfy Eqs. (7).

If a distributed external load f is given on the lateral
area of a prism with the unit normal n = n1i1 + n2i2, then
the boundary conditions on this surface have the form

n · D = f. (8)

We assume that the vector f of the load can be rep-
resented in the form

(9)

In this case, boundary conditions (8) for the strain of
type (4) contain no variable x3. Together with Eqs. (7),
they form the two-dimensional boundary value prob-
lem for a plane domain having the form of the cross
section of a prism. Relationships (9) are true, for exam-
ple, for the loading in the form of a uniformly distrib-
uted hydrostatic pressure. In the case of a prismatic bar
with a finite length, the constants λ and ψ can be deter-
mined assuming that the longitudinal force and the tor-
sional moment applied to the bar ends are given.

The second family is

(10)

Formulas (10) describe the straightening and torsion
of a curved bar having the shape of an annular sector
(axisymmetric body) in the reference configuration.
The deformation gradient and the Piola stress tensor
have the form

D Dskisek, s k, 1 2 3,, ,= =

∂D11

∂x1
-----------

∂D21

∂x2
-----------+ ψD32,=

∂D12

∂x1
-----------

∂D22

∂x2
-----------+ ψD31,

∂D13

∂x1
-----------

∂D23

∂x2
-----------+– 0,= =

f n b0E b1G b2G2+ +( ) C,⋅ ⋅=

bt bt I1 I2 I3 x1 x2, , , ,( ), t 0 1 2., ,= =

X1 u r z,( ) ηϕsin v r z,( ) ηϕ ,cos+=

X2 κϕ w r z,( ), κ η,+ const,= =

X3 u r z,( ) ηϕcos v r z,( ) ηϕ .sin–=

C
∂v
∂r
-------g1h1

∂w
∂r
-------g1h2

∂u
∂r
------g1h3

ηu
r

------g2h1+ + +=
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(11)

The components of the Cauchy deformation mea-
sure G in the basis g1, g2, and g3 are independent of the
ϕ-coordinate. The functions of two variables u, v, and
w are determined by solving the two-dimensional
boundary value problem for the domain with the shape
of the annular cross section, i.e., the cross section of the
axisymmetric body by a plane passing through the x3-
axis. The indicated boundary value problem involves
the equilibrium equations

(12)

and the boundary conditions of form (8), (9) in which,
now,

The third family is

(13)

Formulas (13) describe the spatial bending of the
prismatic bar whose axis is parallel to the x2-axis. On
the basis of (2), (3), and (13), we find

(14)

In this case, the equilibrium equations and the
boundary conditions on the lateral surface of the prism,

+
κ
r
---g2h2

ηv
r

--------g2h3–
∂v
∂z
-------g3h1

∂w
∂z
-------g3h2

∂u
∂z
------g3h3,+ + +

D Dsk r z,( )gshk,=

g1 i1 ϕcos i2 ϕ ,sin+=

g2 –i1 ϕsin i2 ϕ , g3cos+ i3,= =

h1 i1 ηϕ i3 ηϕ ,sin–cos=

h2 i2, h3 i1 ηϕsin i3 ηϕ .cos+= =

∂D11

∂r
-----------

η
r
---D23

∂D31

∂z
-----------+ + 0,=

∂D12

∂r
-----------

D12

r
--------

∂D32

∂z
-----------+ + 0,=

∂D13

∂r
-----------

D13

r
--------

η
r
---D21

∂D33

∂z
-----------+–+ 0=

n n1g1 n3g3, bt+ bt I1 I2 I3 r z, , , ,( ).= =

X1 ρ x1 x3,( ) ωx2 β x1 x3,( )+[ ] ,cos=

X2 ρ x1 x3,( ) ωx2 β x1 x3,( )+[ ] ,sin=

X3 α x1 x3,( ) lx2, ω l,+ const.= =

C
∂ρ
∂x1
--------i1k1 ρ ∂β

∂x1
--------i1k2

∂α
∂x1
--------i1k3 ωρi2k2+ + +=

+ li2k3
∂ρ
∂x3
--------i3k1 ρ ∂β

∂x3
--------i3k2

∂α
∂x3
--------i3k3,+ + +

k1 i1 Φ i2 Φ,sin+cos=

k2 i– 1 Φ i2 Φ, k3cos+sin i3,= =

Φ ωx2 β x1 x3,( ),+=

G Gmn x1 x3,( )imin, D Dmn x1 x3,( )imkn.= =
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which form the two-dimensional boundary value prob-
lem with respect to the functions α, β, and ρ, have the
following form:

(15)

(16)

An important particular case of semi-inverse solu-
tion (13) is the bending strain in the x1x2-plane when
l = 0, β = 0, and f · k2 = 0. In this case, according to (2)
and (14), we have D12 = D21 = D32 = D23 = 0, as a result
of which one of equations (15) and one of boundary
conditions (16) are identically satisfied.

The fourth family is

(17)

Transformation of coordinates (17) corresponds to
the spatial-bending strain of the annular sector and
leads to the following expressions for the strain gradi-
ent, Cauchy strain measure, and Piola stress tensor:

∂D11

∂x1
-----------

∂β
∂x1
--------D12 ωD22

∂D31

∂x3
-----------

∂β
∂x3
--------D32–+–– 0,=

∂β
∂x1
--------D11

∂D12

∂x1
----------- ωD21

∂β
∂x3
--------D31

∂D32

∂x3
-----------+ + + + 0,=

∂D13

∂x1
-----------

∂D33

∂x3
-----------+ 0,=

n1D1m n3D3m+ f km,⋅=

ns n is, m⋅ 1 2 3., ,= =

X1 σ r z,( ) µϕ γ r z,( )+[ ] ,cos=

X2 σ r z,( ) µϕ γ r z,( )+[ ] ,sin=

X3 τ r z,( ) νϕ , µ ν,+ const.= =

C
∂σ
∂r
------g1p1

∂γ
∂r
------σg1p2

∂τ
∂r
-----g1p3

µ
r
---σg2p2+ + +=

+
ν
r
---g2p3

∂σ
∂z
------g3p1

∂γ
∂z
------σg3p2

∂τ
∂z
-----g3p3,+ + +

p1 i1 θ i2 θ,sin+cos=

p2 i1 θ i2 θ, p3cos+sin– i3,= =

θ µϕ γ r z,( ),+=
The boundary value problem for the functions σ, τ,
and γ are written out in the form

(18)

(19)

For ν = 0, γ = 0, and f · p2 = 0, with second equation
in (18) and with boundary condition in (19) are identi-
cally satisfied for m = 2.

In conclusion, we note that the above semi-inverse
solutions also remain valid in the quasistatic meaning
for homogeneous isotropic inelastic (including elasto-
plastic) bodies.
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G Gmn r z,( )gmgn, D Dmn r z,( )gmpn.= =

∂D11

∂r
-----------

D11 µD22–
r

--------------------------
∂γ
∂r
------D12

∂D31

∂z
-----------

∂γ
∂z
------D32–+–+ 0,=

∂D12

∂r
-----------

∂γ
∂r
------D11

D12 µD21+
r

---------------------------
∂γ
∂z
------D31

∂D32

∂z
-----------+ + + + 0,=

∂D13

∂r
-----------

D13

r
--------

∂D33

∂z
-----------+ + 0,=

n1D1m n3D3m+ f pm,⋅=

nk n gk, m⋅ 1 2 3., ,= =
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In [1], the uncertainty principle for linear automatic-
control systems (ACS) was formulated. In accordance
with this principle, for a class of steady physically real-
izable and asymptotically stable ACS with a finite
transmission band, the uncertainty function Φ(t, ω) is
defined (t and ω are, respectively, the current time and
frequency). For this function, the size of the uncertainty
body with dimensions 1 and 2 is constant and equal to
1 for an arbitrary pulse transition function k(τ) of the
indicated class. This form of representation for the
uncertainty principle, which was suggested by Wood-
ward in the theory of signals, was later developed by a
number of authors [2].

The goals of this paper are the formulation of the
uncertainty principle for ACS in a significantly new
form similar to that proposed by Heisenberg in quan-
tum mechanics [3] and the proof of the equivalence of
two indicated forms for ACS.

In order to solve the problem, we prove the follow-
ing theorem:

Theorem 1. Let L = L(t) and ∆p and ∆q be the linear
self-conjugate positive-definite operator, L–1, its
inverse operator, and the physical parameters, respec-
tively, defined by the relations

(1)

(2)

Then,

(3)

where ∆p and ∆q are expressed in seconds [s] and
reciprocal seconds [s–1], respectively. Since the dimen-

td

0

∞

∫ 1
2π
------ LΦ t ω,( )[ ] 2 ωd

∞–

∞

∫ ∆p;=

td

0

∞

∫ 1
2π
------ L 1– Φ t ω,( )[ ] 2 ωd

∞–

∞

∫ ∆q.=

∆ p ∆q 1,≥⋅
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sion of ∆q is Hz, then

(4)

i.e., (3) acquires the standard form of the Heisenberg
principle.

In accordance with the property of the Woodward
uncertainty function for ACS [1], we have

where a(t, ω) = LΦ(t, ω) and b(t, ω) = L–1Φ(t, ω).
After two successive applications of the Bunya-

kowsky–Schwartz inequality to the last relationship,
we arrive at (3) and (4).

Corollary. Let L be the operator of multiplying by
the time-dependent function f(t) > 0, which is integrable
within the semiaxis (0, ∞).

Then (3) and (4) take the form

(5)
where

while

is the estimate for the signal-to-noise ratio and

is the effective transmission band.

∆ p ∆q
1

2π
------;≥⋅

4π2 t Φ2 t ω,( ) ωd

∞–

∞

∫d

0

∞

∫
2

a t ω,( )b t ω,( ) ωd

0

∞

∫
2

,= =

∆T∆Ω 1, ∆T∆F 1/2π,≥≥

∆T ∆p f 2 t( ) t
1

2π
------ Φ2 t ω,( ) ω,d

∞–

∞

∫d

0

∞

∫= =

∆Ω ∆q f 2– t( ) t
1

2π
------ Φ2 t ω,( ) ω,d

∞–

∞

∫d

0

∞

∫= =

1
2π
------ Φ2 t ω,( ) ωd

∞–

∞

∫ 1

Ω2
------ k2 τ( )k2 t τ–( ) td

0

t

∫=

Ω k2 τ( ) τd

0

∞

∫=
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If, for example, f(t) = 2 , then relationship (5)
exhibits the inequality for estimating attainable dura-
tion ∆T [s] of the transition process and the frequency
band ∆Ω [s–1] or ∆F [Hz]:

(6)

It is worth noting that, in [4], the duration of the pro-
cess ∆T and the frequency band ∆F are bound by a rela-
tionship similar to (5). However, ∆T and ∆Ω are given,
in this case, in a manner which requires the difference
between the orders of the numerator and the denomina-
tor of the transfer function corresponding to k(τ) to be
no lower than 2. This requirement excludes, e.g., iner-
tial links, astatic vibration links with astaticism of the
second order, etc. Formulas (5) and (6) are free of this
constraint and, by virtue of Theorem 1, are the corollar-
ies of the uncertainty principle expressed, according
to (6), in Woodward signal form.

Formulas (5) and (6) also hold true for unsteady
k(t, τ) of the class indicated, but the parameter Ω2 is
changed by the parameter

The following theorem follows from formulas (3),
(5) as well:

Theorem 2. The constancy of the volume Φ(t, ω) of
the uncertainty body, i.e., the uncertainty principle in
the Woodward form, follows from the relationship
∆p∆q ≥ 1.

For the proof, it is sufficient to choose the unit oper-
ator for L. Then,

From this, together with opposite inequality (3), the
statement of Theorem 2 follows.

Corollary. The expressions of the uncertainty prin-
ciple for the ACS in the Woodward signal form and in
the Heisenberg quantum-mechanical form are equi-
valent.

We note also that if L = L(ω) and the action of the
operator L is reduced to multiplication by the integrable
squared function ϕ(ω) of the frequency ω in the region
(–∞, ∞), then ∆p and ∆q are expressed similarly to (5).

t

∆T
2

Ω2
------ t td

0

∞

∫ k2 τ( )k2 t τ–( ) τ ,d

0

t

∫=

∆Ω 1

2Ω2
---------- t 1– td

0

∞

∫ k2 τ( )k2 t τ–( ) τ .d

0

t

∫=

Ω2
2 td

0

∞

∫ k t τ,( )k t t τ–,( ) τ .d

0

t

∫=

∆p∆q
1

Ω4
------ td

0

∞

∫ k2 τ( )k2 t τ–( ) τd

0

t

∫
2

=

≤ 1

Ω4
------ td

0

∞

∫ k2 τ( )k2 t τ–( ) τd

0

∞

∫
2

.

However, in this case, f 2(t) and f–2(t) are replaced by
ϕ2(ω) and ϕ–2(ω), respectively, and integrals over t and
ω are interchanged by their positions.

The expressions for ∆T and ∆Ω can be generalized
by using not the Bunyakowsky–Schwartz inequality,
but the Hölder inequality:

(7)

where 1/r + 1/s = 1.

Another important generalization of theorems 1 and
2 is their application to the class of discrete systems.

For the class indicated, the expression for the uncer-
tainty function takes the form

(8)

where

Here, ∆t and ∆ω are the discrete time and discrete fre-
quency, respectively, the Ω series being convergent.

For the constant volume of the uncertainty body

(9)

we obtain

where f(n) is an arbitrary integer-valued function.
Applying the discrete Bunyakowsky–Schwartz ine-
quality to the last equality twice, we find

(10)

∆T̃∆Ω̃ 1, ∆T̃∆F̃
1

2π
------,≥≥

∆T̃ tr t
1

2π
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∞

∫d

0

∞

∫
1/r

,=

∆Ω̃ t s– t
1

2π
------ Φs t ω,( ) ωd

∞–

∞

∫d

0

∞

∫
1/s

,=

Φ n m,( )
1
Ω
---- k jkn j– eim n/2 j–( )h,

j 0=

n

∑=

Ω k j
2

j 0=
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∑= , h ∆ω∆t, k j k j∆t( ).= =

1
2π
------ Φ2 n m,( )

m ∞–=

∞

∑
n 0=

∞

∑ 1,=

4π2 Φ n m,( ) f n( )Φ n m,( ) f 1– n( ),
m ∞–=

∞

∑
n 0=

∞

∑=

∆Td∆Ωd ∆t∆ω≥ h,=

∆Td∆Fd ∆t
∆ω
2π
--------≥ h

2π
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where

Since

then formulas (10) can also be expressed in the form

(11)

In particular, if we assume f(n) = n in (10), then rela-
tionship (9) defines the inequality for the duration of
the transient process and the frequency band for a dis-
crete ACS.

Similarly to the above-said, we can show the equiv-
alence of (9) and (10), i.e., the uncertainty principle for
an ACS in the signal and quantum-mechanical forms,
and also extend this result to unsteady systems and sys-
tems with a finite memory.

We now consider two examples.
Example 1. The sequential connection of an arbi-

trary number n of identical inertial links

Here,

According to (6),

The quantity ∆T∆Ω  1 as n  ∞; i.e., this esti-
mate cannot be improved (changed by the value not
equal to an infinitely small one).

Example 2. The vibration link of the second order
(1 + 2ξTp + T2p2)–1, 0 < ξ < 1.

∆Td ∆t f n( )
n 0=

∞

∑ 1
2π
------ Φ2 n m,( ),

m ∞–=

∞

∑=

∆Ωd ∆ω f 1– n( )
n 0=

∞

∑ 1
2π
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m ∞–=

∞

∑=

1
2π
------ Φ2 n m,( )

m ∞–=

∞

∑ 1

Ω2
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2kn j–
2 ,

j 0=

n

∑=

∆Td
∆t

Ω2
------ f n( )

n 0=

∞

∑ k j
2kn j–

2 ,
j 0=

n
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∆Ωd
∆ω
Ω2
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n 0=

∞

∑ k j
2kn j–

2 .
j 0=

n

∑=

Y p( ) 1 pT+( ) 1– , n
k 1=

n

∏ 1 2 …, ,= =

k τ( )
τn 1– e τ /T–

n 1–( )!Tn
------------------------, Ω

2n 2–( )! 1
T
---

22n 1– n 1–( )![ ]2
---------------------------------------.= =

∆T 4n 2–( )T , ∆Ω 1
4n 3–
--------------- 1

T
---,= =

∆T∆Ω 4n 2–
4n 3–
--------------- 1

1
4n 3–
--------------- 1.>+= =
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Here,

Using the notation α/β = λ, we find

For λ = 1, ∆T∆Ω . 1.15 and for λ  0, ∆T∆Ω  1;
i.e., it is not possible to improve this estimate.

The set of the parameters ∆p, ∆q, for which formu-
las (3) and (4) are valid, can be extended proceeding
from the mutual uncertainty function [2] with the fol-
lowing form for an ACS:

(12)

Here, k1(τ) and k2(τ) are pulse transient functions
belonging to the above-mentioned class and Ω1  and Ω2
are the corresponding effective transmission bands. In
this case, it is sufficient to replace Φ(t, ω) with
|Φ12(t, ω)| in (1) and Φ(t, ω) with |Φ21(t, ω)| in (2) in
accordance with (12).

In conclusion, we emphasize that the uncertainty
principle for ACS in the Heisenberg form illustrates the
ACS stability to statistic actions (noises): the higher the
stability with respect to the noise, the narrower the cho-
sen frequency range must be. However, in this case, in
the framework of (5) and (6), the duration of the pro-
cess treatment must be longer and, correspondingly, the
ACS operation rate decreases. A similar situation will
also take place for the relationship between the noise
and maneuvering in tracing problems.
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Structural materials and rocks containing pores,
microcracks, and other microscopic defects distributed
initially in their bulk have some specific features. The
most significant of these are elastic deformations under
low pressures and small shears and the accumulation of
damage under more intense loads (including compres-
sion), resulting eventually in the macroscopic fracture
of the material. The process of crack accumulation in
such materials is accompanied by the development of
irreversible bulk strains (dilatation or compaction). In
the case of a relatively high level of initial porosity, this
leads, specifically, to the following effect: the bar
becomes thicker under tensile stress. The energy model
used in this paper [1, 2] provides a unified picture, tak-
ing into account the afore-mentioned features of defor-
mation and fracture in the initially porous materials.

According to the mathematical modeling of the
behavior of the initially porous brittle materials, we
will consider the effective medium initially isotropic
and the strains small. The state of the particle (in the
isothermal approximation) is characterized by a tensor
of small strains e and by the scalar degree of the dam-
age ω. The response of the medium is determined by
symmetrical stress tensor s, by density of elastic poten-
tial u(e, ω), and by specific effective surface energy
uf(ω). In this case, s = s(e, ω), u = u(e, ω) are isotropic
functions of the symmetrical tensor e.

The local balance equation for total energy U(e, ω) =
uf(ω) + u(e, ω), which is equal to the sum of the elastic
potential and the effective surface energy, is written in
the form

(1)

where ρ is the density of material. The relation of the
stress tensor and the energy density is given by the

ρU̇ s : ė,=
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formula

(2)

It follows from (1) and (2) that  = 0; i.e.,

in the medium undergoing a damage, two processes are
possible, passive (  = 0) and active. For the latter we
have

(3)

The density of total energy is postulated in the form

(4)

The values of bulk strain I1 and shear strain intensity
J are determined by the relationship

where I is the unit second-rank tensor. Parameters K, G,

αs, β, , and γ of the medium are assumed to be
dependent only on the properties of the frame and on
the initial porosity. In contrast to the elastic potential
of the damaged homogeneous medium [1], representa-
tion (4) contains function αp(I1), which is essentially
sign-alternating. Under conditions of intense compres-
sion (I1 < 0), this allows us to take into account the
decrease in elastic potential with the growth of damage.
From (2)–(4), it follows that

(5)

(6)

s e ω,( ) ρ∂U e ω,( )
∂e

----------------------.=

ω̇∂U e ω,( )
∂ω

----------------------

ω̇

∂U e ω,( )
∂ω

---------------------- 0, ω̇ 0, ω 0.≥>=

ρU e ω,( ) ρu f
0 γω 1

2
---βω2+ +=

+
1
2
---KI1

2 GJ2 α p I1( )ωI1– α sωJ .–+

I1 I : e, J e' : e'( )1/2, e' e
1
3
--- I1I,–= = =

u f
0

s KI1 α̂ p I1( )ω–( )I 2G
α sω

J
---------– 

  e',+=

α̂ p I1( ) α p I1( ) I1α p' I1( ),+=

ω 1
β
--- α p I1( )I1 α sJ γ–+{ } .=
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Within the framework of the proposed model, we
consider the axially symmetric problem concerning the
deformation of the infinite circular cylindrical bar with
radius R0 made of the material undergoing the damage
and subjected to fixed tensile stress (σ0 > 0). We will
approximate the boundary of the elastic region in the
half-plane of states (I1, J) using piecewise linear func-
tion J = f(I1) (Fig. 1). Then, the condition of the onset
for the active process, ω(I1, J) = 0, gives (I1) as a

piecewise constant function:  = αsJ0/  for  ≤ I1 ≤

,  = αsJ1/  for  ≤ I1 ≤ . We choose a cylin-
drical coordinate system (r, ϕ, z), whose z-axis coin-
cides with the bar axis. The motion vector of a particle
is denoted as u = (u(r, z), 0, w(r, z)). The balance equa-
tions have the form

where σrr, σϕϕ, σzz, and σrz are the nonzero physical
components of the stress tensor.

The boundary conditions can be written as follows:
for r = R0

σrr(R0, z) = 0, σrz(R0, z) = 0;

for r = 0
u(0, z) = 0, σrz(0, z) = 0;

for z = 0

w(r, 0) = 0, ;

for z  ∞
σrr(r, z)  σ0, σrz(r, z)  0.

We will seek the solution in the form u(r, z) = U0r,
w(r, z) = W0z, where U0 = const, W0 = const. Then, we
obtain from (5) and (6)

(7)

From boundary conditions σrr(R0) = 0, σzz(r) = σ0,
0 ≤ r ≤ R0 it follows that σrr(r, z) ≡ 0 and σzz(r, z) ≡ σ0 ;
consequently, the balance equations are satisfied iden-

α̂ p

α̂ p I1
+ I1*

I1
+ α̂ p I1

– I1
– I1*

∂σrr

∂r
----------

∂σrz

∂z
----------

σrr σϕϕ–
r

---------------------+ + 0,=

∂σrz

∂r
----------

∂σzz

∂z
----------

σzr

r
-------+ + 0,=

∂u r z,( )
∂z

------------------- 0=

σrr r z,( ) KI1 α̂ pω I1 J,( )–( )=

+
1
3
--- 2µ

α sω I1 J,( )
J

-------------------------– 
  U0 W0–( ) const,=

σzz r z,( ) KI1 α̂ pω I1 J,( )–( )=

+
2
3
--- 2µ

α sω I1 J,( )
J

-------------------------– 
  W0 U0–( ) const,=

σϕϕ σrr, σrz 0, ω≡≡ α̂ pI1 α sJ γ–+( ),=

I1 2U0 W0, J+ 2/3 W0 U0–( ) .= =
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tically. Thus, solution u(r, z) = U0r, w(r, z) = W0z meets
the balance equations and boundary conditions.

Using (7), we can determine the values U0 and W0
from the set

(8)

however, the solutions found by such a method are rel-
atively cumbersome.

Below, in system (8), it is more convenient to pass to
variables I1 and J, which are defined by relationships (7).
Then, the system is written in the form

where A = 2µ – , B = , D = K – , and d =

 are the constant coefficients, which depend only on

the parameters of the material, and C1 =  – 

and C2 =  –  are the quantities determined both

by the properties of the material and by applied load σ0.
The solutions of this system have the form

(9)

From condition ω(I1, J) = 0, it follows that the pro-
cess of damage accumulation in the bar starts when the
applied load attains the value

Since the process of cracking accumulation in the
media undergoing a damage is accompanied by the

σrr U0 W0,( ) 0, σzz U0 W0,( ) σ0;= =

AJ BI1– C1 σ0( ), –BJ DI1+ C2 σ0( ),= =
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development of the irreversible bulk strain (dilatation
or compaction) [3, 4], this can give rise to an often
observed anomalous phenomenon, namely, to the
thickening of the bar under tensile strain. Is it possible
to describe this phenomenon within the framework of
the model under discussion?

Note that the thickening of the bar arises at U0 > 0.

According to (7), this corresponds to J < I1. This
means that, at the points of plane (I1, J) located above

the line of the uniaxial deformation J = I1, the ten-
sion of the bar is accompanied by a decrease in the bar
diameter, whereas, at the points located under this line,
thickening occurs. It follows from (9) that, in the active
process, we have J = aI1 + b, where

The mutual arrangement of lines J = I1 and J =
aI1 + b allows us to make definite conclusions concern-
ing the possible thinning or thickening of the bar based
on σ0 and on the parameters of the material. The onset
of the damage accumulation process would be accom-

panied by the bar thickening if J(σ*) < I1(σ*).
This condition corresponds to 2µ > 3K or –1 < ν < 0.
Assuming that the Poisson coefficient for the isotropic
materials varies within the range 0 ≤ ν ≤ 0.5, we find

that 2µ ≤ 3K; i.e., J(σ*) ≥ I1(σ*). Thus, within the
framework of our model, the bar diameter always
decreases at the onset of the damage accumulation.
When σ0 increases, one of two possible regimes shown

in Fig. 1 occurs. For the material with a >  (Fig. 1,
straight line a), the diameter of the bar decreases at all

values of σ0. At a <  (Fig. 1, straight line b), the
decrease of the diameter of the bar occurs at small val-
ues of σ0 corresponding to the neighborhood of the
boundary of the elasticity domain. However, when the
load reaches the value

the bar diameter starts to increase.

Note that the first regime is characteristic of the ini-
tially homogeneous material with effective moduli dif-
fering only slightly from the elasticity moduli and, con-

sequently, that a = K/(2µ) + o(1) > . The sec-
ond regime only becomes possible at a certain level of
initial porosity.

2/3

2/3

a
6D B+

6B A+
----------------------,= b

6d 1–( )α sγ/β
6B A+

---------------------------------------.=

2/3

2/3

2/3

2/3

2/3

σ0 σ∗ 3K 2 6µd–( )γα s

β 6D 2/3A– B–( )
----------------------------------------------------,≡=

6 2/3
Another characteristic feature of the deformation of
the initially porous materials is the development of
damage under compressing loads. Analysis similar to
that presented above suggests that the damage accumu-
lation is either always accompanied by the thickening
of the bar or that the thickening occurs in the beginning
of the active process. This depends on the material
parameters and the magnitude of compressing stress σ0.
In the latter case, the thickening of the bar can change
by the decrease in the bar diameter with the growth of
the load due to the material compaction at the increase
in the damage.

Let us consider now the rheological instability of the
bar material. State e0 is referred to as rheologically
unstable if there exists such a normal n0 that the veloc-
ity of the non-steady-state surface corresponding to the
weak discontinuity obeys condition c(e0, n0)  0 for
e  e0, n  n0 [1]. The values of velocities c are
determined by the following relationships [2]:

The vanishing of the smallest velocity defines the con-
dition of rheological instability appearing in the mate-
rial, whereas the direction of the extremal normal deter-
mines the shape of the stability loss domain. For n =
(0, 0, 1), the rheological instability occurring in the
form of the failure plane arises under condition ϕ = 2µ.
For n = (1, 0, 0), the condition of rheological instability
has the form

The failure plane, in this case, is the longitudinal plane
of separation. This can be treated as the nucleation of
the longitudinal crack separating the bar, which is

ρc1 2,
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Fig. 2. 
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directed along the z-axis. The mechanism of crack for-
mation was discussed in detail in [5, 6]. If

then the failure surface is a cone with normal n deter-
mined as described. The smallest possible value of ϕ =
ϕ* determines the shape of the failure surface arising
earliest.
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Taking into account the definition of ϕ and expres-
sion for ω, we find

Straight line J = g(I1) from this family, correspond-
ing to ϕ*, bounds the domain of the steady-state defor-

mation of the bar in plane (I1, J) (Fig. 2). Thus, there
exists the critical value

J –d 1 ϕβ
α s
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3
---K+− 

 +
 
 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,=
                    
at which the bar looses its rheological stability.

The results of numerical calculations for the specific

case of E/β = 1.3, γ/β = 0.1, αs/β = 0.7, and  = 0.1 are
presented in Fig. 2. Depending on the value of tangent
d (the slope of the boundary of the elasticity domain),
we found the following possible regimes of the bar
deformation. For d = 0.6 (Fig. 2a), the active process of
loading is accompanied by the decrease in the bar
diameter until a loss of stability occurs. For d = 0.7
(Fig. 2b), a possible thickening of the bar does not take
place since the stress σ* needed to generate such a
regime is higher than σcr. If d = 0.8 (Fig. 2c), the
decrease of the bar diameter changes by its increase
when the applied stress attains value σ*. This increase

I1
+

                         

continues as long as the bar retains its rheological sta-
bility. In all cases under discussion, the rheological
instability arises at conical surfaces.

Thus, a solution constructed based on the proposed
fracture model describes the following features charac-
terizing the behavior of the bar undergoing a damage.
For |σ0| < |σ*|, the bar is in an elastic state, its tension is

accompanied by an increase in its diameter. In the case
when the applied stress is in the range |σ*| ≤ |σ0| ≤ |σcr|,
the state of the bar is characterized by the damage accu-
mulation process, the bar extension can be accompa-
nied by thickening owing to the dilatation, and the com-
pression of the bar can be accompanied by a decrease
in its transverse size as related to compaction. For |σ0| =
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|σcr|, the material of the bar becomes rheologically
unstable. This instability can be interpreted as the result
of macroscopic failures nucleating in the bar and ori-
ented in a regular manner.
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Dependence of energy functionals on crack shape is
important in fracture mechanics. In particular, when the
Griffith’s fracture criterion is formulated, the derivative
of the energy functional with respect to crack length is
the basic parameter [1]. In classical crack theory, the
boundary conditions specified at the edges have the
form of equalities. This can lead to contradictions. In
fact, the solutions can correspond to the interpenetra-
tion of opposite crack edges [2, 3]. Derivatives of
energy functionals with respect to crack length are
known in the classical theory [4, 5]. Variation of crack
shape was studied in [6] for the three-dimensional case
with the classical boundary conditions σijnj = 0 (i =
1, 2, 3) at the edges. Recently, there appeared signifi-
cant advances in nonlinear crack theory based on
boundary conditions corresponding to noninterpene-
trating edges [7]. In this paper, we consider the bound-
ary value problems that ensure the absence of edge
interpenetration and derive formulas for derivatives of
the energy functionals with respect to crack length.

1. Two-dimensional case. Let D ⊂  R2 be a bounded
domain with smooth boundary Γ. The set

models a crack, where l > 0 and δ is the parameter
which tends afterwards to zero. We assume that, for all
sufficiently small δ, Ξl + δ belongs to D and consider

domains Ωδ = D\  and Ω = D \  with cuts Ξl + δ
and Ξl, respectively.

Below, we present the formulation of the equilib-
rium problem for a linearly elastic body, which, in the

Ξl δ+ x1 x2,( ) 0 x1 l δ+< < x2 0=,{ }=

Ξl δ+ Ξl
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undeformed state, occupies domain Ω . We need to
determine vector function W = (u, v) such that

(1.1)

W = 0 at Γ, (1.2)

(1.3)

Here, σij = σij(W) are the components of stress tensor
and [v] = v+ – v– is the jump of function v across Ξl .
The signs ± correspond to positive and negative direc-
tions of normal n = (0, 1) to set Ξl + δ. The summation is
performed over identical subscripts. The subscript after
the comma denotes differentiation. It is assumed that
the Hooke’s law

(1.4)

holds. Here, λ ≥ 0 and µ > 0 are the Lamé parameters,

 is the Kronecker delta, εij = εij(W) are the compo-

nents of the strain tensor, ε11 = , ε22 = , and ε12 =

1/2(  + ). For the given external load, we assume

that f = (f1, f2) ∈  C1( ). The first inequality in (1.3) is
interpreted as a condition ensuring the noninterpenetra-
tion of opposite crack edges.

Let 〈 ·, ·〉  and 〈 ·, ·〉δ be scalar products in L2(Ω) and
L2(Ωδ), respectively. Relationships (1.1)–(1.3) are, in
fact, the differential representations of the problem
concerning the minimization of the functional

(1.5)

at a convex closed set of the Sobolev space. Namely, we
introduce the closed convex sets

K0 = {(u, v) ∈  H1(Ω)| u = v = 0 at Γ, [v] ≥ 0 at Ξl},

Kδ = {(u, v) ∈  H1(Ωδ)| u = v = 0 at Γ, [v] ≥ 0 at Ξl + δ}.

σi j j,– f i in Ω, i 1 2,,= =

v[ ] 0, σ22 0, σ22[ ]≤≥ 0, σ12 0,= =

v[ ]σ 22 0 at Ξl.=

σij 2µεij λdivWδj
i , i j,+ 1 2,= =

δj
i

ux1
v x2

ux2
v x1

D

I Ω; U( ) 1
2
--- σij U( ) εij U( ),〈 〉 f U,〈 〉 ,–=

U u v,( )=
000 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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Function W ∈  K0 is a solution to the variational inequ-
ality

(1.6)

In addition to problem (1.1)–(1.3), we consider a
family of the perturbed problems. Namely, the determi-
nation of vector function Wδ = (uδ, vδ) is required. This
function meets the following conditions: 

(1.7)

(1.8)

(1.9)

Here, we have σij = σij(Wδ) and εij = εij(Wδ), where σij
and εij are related by Hooke’s law (1.4). Similarly to
problem (1.1)–(1.3), function Wδ ∈  Kδ is a solution to
the variational inequality

(1.10)

which, consequently, minimizes the functional

at set Kδ. Let J(Ωδ) = I(Ωδ; Wδ) and J(Ω) = I(Ω; W). In
this paper, we intend to justify the differentiability of
the energy functional with respect to crack length and
to derive the corresponding formula, i.e., to find the fol-
lowing limit:

(1.11)

where Wδ and W are the solutions to problems (1.6) and
(1.10), respectively. The following statement is valid:

Theorem 1. The derivative of the energy functional
with respect to crack length can be calculated using the
relationship

(1.12)

Here, function θ is sufficiently smooth and finite in
D. It is equal to unity and zero in the vicinity of points
xl = (l, 0) and (0, 0), respectively. It can be proved that
the right-hand side of (1.12) is independent of θ. Rela-
tionship (1.12) is usually referred to as the Griffith’s

σij W( ) εij V( ) εij W( )–,〈 〉 f V W–,〈 〉 V K0.∈∀≥

σij j,– f i in Ωδ, i 1 2,,= =

Wδ 0 at Γ ,=

v δ[ ] 0, σ22 0, σ22[ ]≤≥ 0,=

σ12 0, v δ[ ]σ22 0 at Ξl δ+ .= =

σij Wδ( ) εij V( ) εij Wδ( )–,〈 〉 δ f V Wδ–,〈 〉 δ≥
V Kδ,∈∀

I Ωδ; U( )
1
2
--- σij U( ) εij U( ),〈 〉 δ f U,〈 〉 δ,–=

U u v,( )=

J Ωδ( ) J Ω( )–
δ

---------------------------------,
δ 0→
lim

dJ Ωδ( )
dδ

-----------------
δ 0=

1
2
--- 2µ λ+( )u 1,

2 θ 1,–( ) µu 2,
2 θ 1,+(

Ω
∫=

+ 2µu 1, u 2, θ 2,–( ) µv 1,
2 θ 1,–( ) 2µ λ+( )v 2,

2 θ 1,+ +

+ 2 λ µ+( )u 1, v 1, θ 2,–( )

+ 2 2µ λ+( )v 1, v 2, θ 2,–( ) ) θ f 1( ) 1, u

Ω
∫ θ f 2( ) 1, v .

Ω
∫––
formula. In the framework of two-dimensional elastic-
ity theory with nonlinear boundary conditions (1.3) at
crack edges, the Griffith’s formula determines the value
of the derivative of the energy functional with respect
to the crack length.

According to [7], a solution to problem (1.6) has an
additional smoothness compared to that of the varia-
tional procedure. Namely, for any x ∈ Ξ l, there exists a
certain vicinity V of the point x such that W ∈  H2(V\Ξl).
Consequently, conditions (1.3) are met almost every-
where at Ξl. Note that the equality σ22 = (2µ + λ)v,2 +
λu,1 holds here. In addition to (1.3), we can prove the
validity of boundary condition

(1.13)

The Griffith’s formula (1.12) can be written in a form
not containing the function θ. For this purpose, we
choose circle (r) having radius r and boundary Γ(r)

in such a way that θ = 1 in (r). Then, integration by
parts in (1.12) yields

(1.14)

where

and (ν1, ν2) is the unit outer normal to Γ(r). The right-
hand side of (1.14) is independent of r. Thus, we have
proven the following property. Let W be a solution to
problem (1.6) and f be equal to zero in a certain vicinity
of the point xl. Then, integral I is independent of r for
all sufficiently small r. Moreover, we consider the
integral

(1.15)

along curve C enclosing point xl . Then, ν = (ν1, ν2) is
the unit normal to the curve C. A part of this curve can
coincide with Ξl. Let Ξ = Ξl ∩ C. Then, according
to (1.13) and (1.3), integrals in (1.15) can be taken
along edges Ξ+ and Ξ–. We assume that function f van-
ishes in the domain with boundary C. The following
statement holds:

σ22v 1,[ ] σ22 v 1,[ ] 0 a.e. on  Ξl.= =

Bxl

Bxl

dJ Ωδ( )
dδ

-----------------
δ 0=

I f 1u 1, f 2v 1,+( ),

Bxl
r( )\Ξl

∫+=

I
1
2
--- ν1 2µ λ+( ) u 1,

2 v 2,
2–( ) µ v 1,

2 u 2,
2–( )+( )

Γ r( )

∫=

+ ν2 2µ λ+( )v 1, v 2, λ µ+( )u 1, u 2, µu 1, u 2,+ +( )
Γ r( )

∫

IC
1
2
--- ν1 2µ λ+( ) u 1,

2 v 2,
2–( ) µ v 1,

2 u 2,
2–( )+( )

C

∫=

+ ν2 2µ λ+( )v 1, v 2, λ µ+( )u 1, v 1, µu 1, u 2,+ +( )
C

∫
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Theorem 2. Let the function f be equal to zero in the
neighborhood of point xl. Then, integral IC is indepen-
dent of the curve C.

The integral in form (1.15) is called the Rice–
Cherepanov integral. We demonstrated the indepen-
dence of this integral from the integration path for non-
linear boundary conditions (1.3). The available results
concerning the independence of the Rice–Cherepanov
integral of the integration path relate to the boundary

conditions σ22 = 0, σ12 = 0, which are met on  [8]. In
this connection, the integral is usually written out in the
form

(1.16)

Here, (w1, w2) = (u, v). The direct verification shows
that integrands in (1.15) and (1.16) coincide with each
other; hence, integral (1.15) has the classical form.

2. Three-dimensional case. Let D ⊂  R3 be a
bounded domain with a smooth boundary Γ. A crack is
modeled by the surface

Here, h > 0, l > 0, and δ is a small parameter. We assume
that Ξl + δ ⊂ D for all sufficiently small δ and use the

notation Ωδ = D\  and Ω = D\ .

Below, we present the formulation of the equilib-
rium problem for an elastic body, which, in an unde-
formed state, occupies domain Ω . We need to find func-
tion W = (u, v, w) such that

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

Here, σij = σij(W) are the components of the stress ten-
sor, n = (0, 0, 1) is the normal to the surface Ξl + δ, and
{σijnj  = σn · n + στ. We assume that Hooke’s law

holds in the form (1.4) for the three-dimensional case,

εij(W) = (  + ) and (w1, w2, w3) ≡ (u, v, w).

Similar to the two-dimensional case, problem (2.1)–
(2.3) reduces to the minimization of the functional

Ξl
±

σijν jw 1,
i 1

2
---σijεijν1– 

  .

C

∫

Ξl δ+

=  x1 x2 x3, ,( ) x3 0 h x2 h 0 x1 l δ+< <,< <–,={ } .

Ξl δ+ Ξl

σij j,– f i in Ω, i 1 2 3, ,,= =

W 0 at Γ ,=

W[ ]n 0, σn 0, σn[ ]≤≥ 0,=

στ 0, σn W[ ]n⋅ 0 at Ξl.= =

} i 1=
3

1
2
--- w j,

i w i,
j

I Ω; U( ) 1
2
--- σij U( ) εij U( ),〈 〉 f U,〈 〉 ,–=

U u v w, ,( )=
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on the set

where f = (f1, f2, f3) ∈  C1( ) is the given function.

The perturbed problem corresponding to (2.1)–(2.3)
can be formulated as follows. It is needed to find func-
tion Wδ = (uδ, vδ, wδ) such that

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

Here, σij = σij(Wδ) where σij(Wδ) and εij(Wδ) satisfy the
Hooke’s law. As above, problem (2.4)–(2.6), in fact,
reduces to the minimization of the functional

on the set

Let us denote the energy functionals as J(Ωδ) = I(Ωδ;
Wδ) and J(Ω) = I(Ω; W), where Wδ and W are solutions
to problems (2.1)–(2.3) and (2.4)–(2.6), respectively.
The problem is to find the derivative in the form
of (1.11) for this case.

Theorem 3. The derivative of the energy functional
in problem (2.1)–(2.3) can be calculated by the use of
the following Griffith’s formula:

(2.7)

K0 u v w, ,( ) H1 Ω( ) u v w 0 at Γ ,= = =∈{=

w[ ] 0 at Ξl≥ } ,

D

σij j,– f i in Ωδ, i 1 2 3, ,,= =

Wδ 0 at Γ ,=

Wδ[ ]n 0, σn 0, σn[ ]≤≥ 0,=

στ 0, σn Wδ[ ]n⋅ 0 at Ξl δ+ .= =

I Ωδ; U( )
1
2
--- σij U( ) εij U( ),〈 〉 δ f U,〈 〉 δ,–=

U u v w, ,( )=

Kδ u v w, ,( ) H1 Ωδ( ) u v w 0 at Γ ,= = =∈{=

w[ ] 0 at Ξl δ+≥ } .

dJ Ωδ( )
dδ

-----------------
δ 0=

1
2
--- 2µ λ+( ) u 1,

2 θ 1,–( ) v 2,
2 θ 1,+(



Ω
∫=

+ w 3,
2 θ 1, 2v 1, v 2, θ 2,–( )  +  2 w 1, w 3, θ 3, –( )+  )

+ µ u 2,
2 θ 1, v 1,

2 θ 1,–( ) u 3,
2 θ 1, w 1,

2 θ 1,–( ) v 3,
2 θ 1,+ + + +(

+ w 2,
2 θ 1, 2u 1, u 3, θ 3,–( ) 2u 1, w 1, θ 3,–( )+ +

+ 2v 1, v 3, θ 3,–( ) 2v 1, w 2, θ 3,–( ) 2v 3, w 1, θ 2,–( )+ +

+ 2w 1, w 2, θ 2,–( ) 2u 1, u 2, θ 2,–( ) 2v 1, u 1, θ 2,–( )+ +

+ 2v 3, w 2, θ 1, ) 2λ v 2, w 3, θ 1, u 1, w 1, θ 3,–( )+(+

+ v 2, w 1, θ 3,–( ) v 1, w 3, θ 2,–( ) u 1, v 1, θ 2,–( )+ + )
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where the function θ is smooth and finite in D and equal
to unity and zero in the vicinity of sets L = {(x1, x2, x3)|
x1 = l, −h < x2 < h, x3 = 0} and M = {(x1, x2, x3)| x1 = 0,
–h < x2 ≤ h, x3 = 0}, respectively.

Similar to the two-dimensional case, we can show
that the right-hand side of (2.7) is independent of θ. We
reduce (2.7) to the form not containing function θ. For
this purpose, we consider the vicinity SL of the set L
having smooth boundary ΓL under the assumption that
θ = 1 in SL. According to our notation, (ν1, ν2, ν3) is the
unit outer normal to ΓL. Integration by parts in (2.7)
yields

(2.8)

Denoting the functional in the right-hand side of (2.8)
as k(l, h, f), we can write (2.8) in the form

Thus, J(Ωδ) = J(Ω) + k(l, h, f)δ + α(δ)δ, where
α(δ)  0 as δ  0. Note that k(l, h, f) does not
depend on the choice of neighborhood SL. If function f
is equal to zero in the vicinity of set L, then the sum of
the corresponding integrals can be interpreted as an
analog of the Rice–Cherepanov integral, since the
right-hand side of (2.8) does not depend on ΓL.

– θ f 1( ) 1, u

Ω
∫ θ f 2( ) 1, v

Ω
∫ θ f 3( ) 1, w

Ω
∫ ,––

dJ Ωδ( )
dδ

-----------------
δ 0=

f 1u 1, f 2v 1, f 3w 1,+ +( )
SL

∫=

+
1
2
--- ν1 2µ λ+( ) u 1,

2 v 2,
2– w 3,

2–( )(
Γ L

∫

+ µ v 1,
2 u 2,

2– u 3,
2– w 1,

2 v 3,
2– w 2,

2– 2v 3, w 2,–+( )

– 2λv 2, w 3, ) ν2 2µ λ+( )v 1, v 2,(
Γ L

∫+

+ µ v 3, w 1, w 1, w 2, u 1, u 2, v 1, u 1,+ + +( )

+ λ v 1, w 3, u 1, v 1,+( ) ) ν3 2µ λ+( )w 1, w 3,(
Γ L

∫+

+ µ u 1, u 3, u 1, w 1, v 1, v 3, v 1, w 2,+ + +( )

+ λ u 1, w 1, v 2, w 1,+( ) ).

dJ Ωδ( )
dδ

-----------------
δ 0=

k l h f, ,( ).=
The proposed method allowing us to determine the
derivative of the energy functional provides an oppor-
tunity to analyze more complicated crack front pertur-
bations in the three-dimensional case. We assume that,
in an unperturbed state, the crack front is determined by
equation x1 = g(x2), where g is the given function which
satisfies the Lipshitz condition such that g(−h) = g(h) = l.
The perturbed crack front is described by equation x1 =
g(x2) + δ. We assume that the chosen function θ meets

condition θ ∈  (D) and is equal to unity and zero in
the neighborhood of sets {(x1, x2, x3)| x1 = g(x2), –h <
x2 < h, x3 = 0} and M, respectively. Then, the Griffith’s
formula also has form (2.7), where domain Ω corre-
sponds to the front x1 = g(x2).

Similarly, let the crack front be determined by equa-
tion x1 = l and a front perturbation have the form x1 =
l + δg(x2). The given function g is assumed to be suffi-
ciently smooth such that g(–h) = g(h) = 0. We choose
function θ in the same way as before. Then, the Grif-
fith’s formula takes the form (2.7), where function θ
should be substituted by gθ.
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